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PARSHAPIX PPexplanations on p.68
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Click on the ParshaPix & explanations link

WORD OF THE   MONTH 
With the molad of Nisan on Tuesday, morning, the first op for KL according to Minhag 
Yerushalayim would be in Friday night, after 3 full days from the molad. However, we do not say 
KL on Leil Shabbat or Yom Tov - unless it is the last chance for the month (which it obviously 
isn't this Leil Shabbat). Therefore, first op for KL is Motza"Sh Parshat Vayikra, March 28th.
First op for 7-day after the molad people will be next Tuesday night, March 31st.

REMINDER: Clocks move ahead one hour early Friday morning, when 1:59am Israel Winter Time (standard 
time, SHA’ON CHOREF), becomes, one minute later, 3:00am Israel Summer Time (Daylight savings time, 
SHA’ON KAYITZ).
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AND HAVDALA T IMES   
CANDLE LIGHTING

RANGES ARE 11 DAYS, WED-SHABBAT
29 ADAR - 10 NISSAN (MAR 

25-APRIL 4, '20) 
Summer Time (subtract 1 hour for Wed-Thu, 
March 25-26)

Earliest Talit & T'filin        5:46-5:33am
Sunrise                     6:36¼-6:23½am
Sof Z'man K' Sh'ma        9:40-9:32am
(Magen Avraham: 10:12-10:05am)

Sof Z'man T'fil                             10:42-10:36am
(Magen Avraham: 9:16-9:09am)                    
Chatzot (Halachic noon)    12:45-12:42pm
Mincha Gedola (Earliest Mincha) 1:16-1:14pm
Plag Mincha                                5:37½-5:42pm
Sunset (counting elevation)      6:59-7:05¾pm
(based on sea level: 6:54-7:01pm)        

Rabbeinu Tam (J'lem) - 8:13pm • next week - 8:18pm

TZAV - GADOLHAVDALAVAYIKRAEARLIESTCANDLES
HAVDALAEARLIESTCANDLES7:33Yerushalayim / Maale Adumim5:396:20 7:385:426:25

7:405:446:427:35Aza area (Netivot, S’derot et al)5:416:37
7:395:436:417:34Beit Shemesh / RBS5:406:36
7:385:426:407:33Gush Etzion 5:396:35
7:405:446:417:35Raanana/ Tel Mond/ Herzliya/ K. Saba 5:406:37
7:395:436:417:34Modi’in / Chashmona’im 5:406:36
7:405:446:427:35Netanya5:406:37
7:395:436:397:34Be’er Sheva5:406:35
7:405:446:417:35Rehovot5:406:37
7:405:446:257:35Petach Tikva 5:406:20
7:395:436:407:34Ginot Shomron5:396:36
7:405:436:317:35Haifa / Zichron5:406:26
7:385:426:407:33Gush Shiloh 5:386:35
7:405:446:407:35Tel Aviv / Giv’at Shmuel 5:416:35
7:385:426:407:33Giv’at Ze’ev 5:396:35
7:385:426:407:33Chevron / Kiryat Arba5:396:35
7:415:456:427:36Ashkelon5:416:38
7:405:446:417:35Yad Binyamin5:406:37
7:385:416:297:32Tzfat / Bik’at HaYarden5:386:24
7:375:406:387:32Golan5:376:33

Founders and initial benefactors of 
the OU Israel Center: 

George and Isle Falk a"h
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ALIYA-BY-ALIYA  
SEDRA SUMMARY

[P> X:Y (Z)] and [S> X:Y (Z)] indicate 
start of a parsha p’tucha or s’tuma. X:Y is 
Perek:Pasuk of the Parsha’s beginning; 

(Z) is the number of p’sukim in the 
parsha.

Numbers in [square brackets] are the 
Mitzva-count of Sefer HaChinuch AND 
Rambam’s Sefer HaMitzvot. A=ASEI; 
L=LAV (prohibition). X:Y is the perek & 
pasuk from which the mitzva comes.

KOHEN FIRST ALIYA                   
13 P'SUKIM - 1:1-13

[P> 1:1 (9)] G-d calls to Moshe from 
OHEL MOED and sets down the general 
rules of korbanot (sacrifices).

SDT
Note that it does not say 
"And G-d called to Moshe", 
but rather "And He called..." 

Vayikra is not a fresh beginning; it is the 
continuation of P'kudei. At the end of 
P'kudei, Moshe was temporarily out of 
touch (so to speak) with G-d (a cloud 
prevented Moshe from approaching Ohel 
Moed). Here G-d reestablishes contact 
with Moshe by calling to him and then 
speaking to him.

Notice the unique wording in this 
first pasuk of Vayikra; the method by 
which G-d communicated with Moshe 
was different from the prophets and all 
others.

VAYIKRA
STATS

MITZVOT

24th of 54 sedras; 1st of 10 in Vayikra

Written on 215 lines in a Torah, rank: 19

21 Parshiot; 13 open, 8 closed

111 p'sukim - rank: 26 (2nd in Vayikra)

Same number of p'sukim as Eikev

1673 words - rank: 20 (1st in Vayikra)

6222 letters - rank: 20 (1st in Vayikra)

The sedra is of average length, but its p'sukim 
are longer than average for the Torah.

16 mitzvot; 11 positive, 5 prohibitions

The book of Vayikra has the largest number 
of mitzvot among the five Chumashim - 247, 
40% of Taryag

On the other hand, Vayikra is the shortest 
Book by far - in number of columns and lines 
in a Sefer Torah, number of p'sukim, words, 
and letters. This makes the mitzva stats even 
more impressive.
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First among the korbanot that the 
Torah presents is the OLAH (of a bull), 
the offering that is completely consumed 
on the Mizbei'ach. (Almost, but not quite 
- the skins of most OLOT were a gift to 
the kohanim and were not placed on the 
Mizbei'ach.) A common procedure in the 
bringing of many korbanot is leaning 
upon the animal (S'micha) before it is 
slaughtered. Many details of korbanot 
have psychological effects upon the one 
who brings the korban. The physical 
contact with the animal gives the 
korban-bringer a sober realization of the 
tenuousness of life (his own, not just the 
animal's).

After slaughter, the blood of Sh'chita is 
collected in a sacred vessel and is then 
brought to the Mizbei'ach to be poured 
on it. This procedure is essential for (all) 
korbanot. The OLAH is skinned (the skin 
is a gift to the kohanim, as mentioned 
earlier) and cut into pieces which are 
placed on the fire of the Mizbei'ach and 
there completely consumed (meaning, no 
one eats the meat of an Olah).

[S> 1:10 (4)] Male sheep and goats can 
also be brought as OLAH. The procedures 
are similar, but not identical.

SDT
Sacrifices from the cow 
family are considered to be 
atonements for the Sin of 

the Golden Calf. That with which the 
People sinned can now be used for sacred 
purposes as a redemption, atonement 
and Tikun - repair. We often find that the 
bull is the first presented, discussed, 
offered, etc. This lends credence to its roll 

For details
050-323-1107
Yossi

Religious 
Caretaker
for elderly people
Car owner
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as atonement for the Golden Calf. It is the 
father trying to clean up his son's mess (as 
the Para Aduma is spoken of as the mother 
called upon to clean up after her son, the 
Eigel, calf).

SDT
The OLAH is considered by 
the Talmud to be an 
atonement for improper 

thoughts. The CHATAT - sin offering - is 
brought for (some) improper deeds. The 
Olah is presented first because usually, 
improper thoughts precede (and lead to) 
improper deeds.

SDT
The opening command 
concerning Korbanot is, "A 
person (singular) who offers 

from among you a sacrifice... they (plural) 
shall offer their sacrifice." Toldot Yitzchak 
(uncle of Rav Yosef Karo, and the one who 
raised him) suggests that since an 
individual doing a mitzva can have a 
positive effect on all of Klal Yisrael and 
the whole world, then his individual 
sacrifice is really ours, hence the switch to 
plural. Furthermore, there are aspects of 
Korbanot that relate to the community, 
even if the korban at issue is a private 
one. The wood for the fire, the salt of each 
korban, the kohanim performing the 
Avoda - these are all communal aspects 
that make an individual's korban, our 
korban.

SDT
The Ba'al HaTanya explains, 

"A person who brings from you a korban 
to HaShem, from the animal..." as the 
requirement of a korban-bringer to 
sacrifice the animal within himself upon 
the Mizbei'ach. The Korban must be 
personalized and internalized for it to 
have the effect of bringing us closer (this 
is the meaning of KORBAN - KAROV) to 
G-d.

Baal HaTurim says that G-d put Moshe's 
name before His own in the opening 
pasuk of Vayikra, to tell us all of the close 
personal relationship they had.

SDT
Daat Z'keinim says that the 
fact that animal sacrifices 
are from domesticated 

mammals (B'heimot), and not from wild 
animals (Chayot), shows us G-d's concern 
for His people - that He spared us the 
extra bother of hunting and trapping that 
would be necessary if CHAYOT were 
among the korbanot. Similarly, bird-
korbanot come only from two 
domesticated types of dove, and not from 
wild birds.

LEVI SECOND ALIYA                
10 P'SUKIM - 1:14-2:6

[P> 1:14 (4)] OLAH can also be from 
birds, specifically, two types of doves. The 
unique procedures for bird offerings are 
described.

These three categories of OLAH - large 
animal (B'HEIMA GASA), small animals 
(B'HEIMA DAKA), birds (OFOT) - are 
counted as one positive command [115, 
A63 1:3].

EFRAT
02-5454500www.efrat.org.il

Save a Life - Gain yours
1 of 76,552
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SDT
Note that the bird offering is 
called OLAH LA'SHEM, a 
Burnt Offering to G-d. 

Although no one eats from an animal 
OLAH, the skin is a given to a kohen as 
one of his gifts. The dove is completely 
consumed on the Mizbei'ach. It is the only 
korban that is TOTALLY to HaShem, so to 
speak.

[S> 2:1 (3)] The Torah next describes 
the MINCHA (not to be confused with our 
afternoon davening of the same name), a 
meal offering. It consists of flour and oil 
with a bit of frankincense (L'vona) and 
differing amounts of water. (Water as an 
ingredient is not mentioned in the Written 
Word, but is part of our Oral Tradition.) 
There are several types of M'nachot that 
will be described in the coming p'sukim. 
First, some general procedures that apply 
to all types of Mincha are described.

[S> 2:4 (1)] Next the Torah describes the 
first specific type of Mincha - the MAAFEI 
TANUR, oven-baked.

[S> 2:5 (2)] The next type of Mincha 
is the pan-fried, the MINCHA AL 
HAMACHAVAT. Menachot differ in the 
method of preparation, amounts and ratio 
of ingredients, procedures, treatment of 
final product, and more. All contain the 
same ingredients.

SDT
Until this point in Vayikra, 
the Torah has described 
four different types of 

voluntary offerings, each one less 
expensive than the one before it. The 
bull is most costly, sheep and goat cost 
less, but more than a dove. And a flour 
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that both leavening and honey represent 
loftiness and arrogance, an inappropriate 
accompaniment for an experience that 
must humble the person who brings the 
korban. On the other hand, others suggest 
that this is one of the mitzvot which 
say to us: Don't think you can figure 
everything out. There are some mitzvot 
that defy our limited, finite knowledge 
and understanding. This is one of those 
mitzvot. We might think that honey 
should be put on a korban in order to 
enhance it. We'd be wrong with that logic. 
We must realize that we are to do mitzvot 
- all mitzvot - just because the Torah says 
so. This is so for all mitzvot, not just the 
ones that don't easily accommodate our 
logic.

To be most effective, so to speak, 
the thought expressed in the previous 
paragraph must be applied liberally to all 
mitzvot. Even a mitzva (maybe, especially 
a mitzva) that “makes perfect sense to us” 
should be treated first and foremost as a 
Divine Command which we must follow 
because "G-d says so!" Any other reason is 
secondary to that.

No korban may be offered without salt 

and oil offering is the least expensive. 
The person who brings the korban is 
referred to as ADAM, a human, the first 
time, and then with the pronoun he, him, 
his (she, her, hers). Only with the flour & 
oil offering is the bringer referred to as 
NEFESH, a soul. This, says Rashi, refers to 
the poor person, who is the one who 
would most likely bring the Mincha. It 
might not cost a lot, but the poor person 
puts his soul into his modest offering, 
making it no less significant than an 
expensive PAR (bull).

SHLISHI THIRD ALIYA              
10 P'SUKIM - 2:7-16

[S> 2:7 (7)] A fourth type of MINCHA 
is described. This one is called 
MARCHESHET. (It is to be deep-fried.) 
All meal offerings constitute one positive 
mitzva [116, A67 2:1, but also 2:4, 2:5, 
and 2:7. This mitzva does not neatly 
point to "chapter and verse"]. With meal 
offerings, only a small portion is put on 
the Mizbei'ach, the bulk of the offering 
is shared by the kohanim on duty in 
the Mikdash. MENACHOT may not be 
Chametz (the ones described here; there 
are a few types of flour-offerings that 
are Chametz), nor may they be prepared 
with leavening or honey [117, L98 2:11].

MITZVAWATCH

The Sefer HaChinuch hesitates to offer 
reasons for the prohibition of honey on 
a korban. He considers this mitzva to be 
highly enigmatic. He then does suggest 

Condolences to Jeanette Persoff; Channah,
Daniel, Esther; Passy, Zippy, Menachem

and families, on the passing of their
husband, father, brother, and grandfather

Avraham Yitzchak ben
Mordechai Persoff l"f

milyexie oeiv ila` x`y jeza mkz` mgpi mewnd
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[118, L99 2:13]; every korban must be 
salted [119, A62 2:13].

An example - there are others - of 
a commandment being given in the 
positive form as well as a prohibition. Fast 
on Yom Kippur. Don't eat or drink. Leave 
the corner of your field uncut. Do not cut 
all of your field. Do not offer any korban 
without salt. Salt all korbanot. Each 
form of the mitzva - the ASEI and the LO 
TA'ASEI - teaches us something different 
and affects the attitude and kavanot of the 
particular mitzva.

[S> 2:14 (3)] Another type of MINCHA 
is next described. This one is made from 
the first grain, and it involves roasting in 
a perforated vessel.

SDT
Our table is like the 
Mizbei'ach. A famous saying 
with many different 

manifestations. We salt our HaMotzi 
bread because we are expected to add an 
element of spirituality to an otherwise 
very mundane act of eating by connecting 
it to Temple Service. Salt is a preservative 
and salt itself does not spoil. As such, it 
represents an element of the eternal in 
this temporal world. This explanation is 
borrowed from that which is written 
about the mitzva of salting korbanot, but 
it applies well to our everyday minhag 
regarding salt.

R'VI'I FOURTH ALIYA                
17 P'SUKIM - 3:1-17

[P> 3:1 (5)] The next type of korban 
presented in the Torah is the SH'LAMIM, 
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known in English as a Peace Offering 
or Complete Offering. (Both names are 
based on a play on the word SHALOM or 
SHALEIM.)

The element of completeness that is 
special to the Sh'lamim in that part of 
the korban is burned on the Mizbei'ach, 
part is given to the kohen as one of his 
gifts, and part is returned to the korban's 
owner for him and his family to eat. 
"Everyone" benefits from a Sh'lamim. In 
that respect, it is the complete korban. 
Sh'lamim can be brought from male and 
female animals, of cow, goat, or sheep. 
The Torah outlines the procedures for 
SH'LAMIM, which are basically similar, 
but with some differences from animal to 
animal.

[P> 3:6 (6)] Sometimes, goats and sheep 
are lumped together as TZON, animals of 
the flock. They are referred to as B'HEIMA 
DAKA, the smaller livestock, as opposed 
to CATTLE. In the case of Korbanot, there 
are differences between the two and 
therefore, they are treated separately. 
The details of the Sh'lamim of sheep is 
presented first. Male or female. S'micha. 
What goes on the Mizbei'ach, etc.

[P> 3:12 (6)] Then Sh'lamim from goats 
is presented. On close inspection of the 
p'sukim (without checking in Mishna or 
Gemara), the only difference between the 
sheep and the goat is the ALYA, the fat of 
the tail area. In a sheep, it is offered on 
the Mizbei'ach and for the goat, it is not 
mentioned.

CHAMISHI 5TH ALIYA              
26 P'SUKIM - 4:1-26

[P> 4:1 (12)] The next category of korban 
presented by the Torah is the CHATAT, 
the Sin Offering. There are different 
sub-categories. A Kohen Gadol who 
inadvertently caused the people to sin 
(certain sins) is required to bring a bull 
as an atoning sacrifice. The procedures of 
this Chatat of the Kohein Gadol are very 
elaborate and detailed in the Torah's text. 
One realizes how very serious this kind 
of mistake is considered.

[P> 4:13 (9)] Similarly (but with 
differences), if the Sanhedrin errs in 
a decision which causes wide-spread 
sinning (again, only of certain sins), then 
the leaders of the people are to bring a 
bull as a sacrifice [120, A68 4:13] (and not 
necessarily each person who acted upon 
the pronouncement of the Sanhedrin).

[P> 4:22 (5)] A leader of the people 
brings a male goat as his CHATAT. In all 
cases, the CHATAT is brought for SHOGEG 
(inadvertent) violations with some level 
of negligence on the sinner's part that 
resulted in the sin. A CHATAT is NOT 
brought for intentional violations. Nor is 

May the Torah learned in this issue of
Torah Tidbits be p"rl our beloved husband,

father, grandfather, great-grandfather

Rabbi Yitzchak Pechman l"f
l"f aec oa wgvi axd
on his fourth yahrzeit, oqip 'a

Pechman - Perlman - Weinberg Families
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a CHATAT brought for all sins - only for 
those whose intentional violation is a 
capital offense.

SDT
When a leader of the people 
shall sin... ASHER NASI 
YECHETA. The initials of 

this phase spell ANI (I, me!) What is likely 
to lead a leader astray? His focusing on 
himself and his losing sight of his 
responsibilties to the community he 
leads.

SHISHI SIXTH ALIYA                  
19 P'SUKIM - 4:27-5:10

[P> 4:27 (5)] The final sub-category 
of CHATAT is for the individual who 
inadvertently violates certain types of 
prohibitions [121, A69 4:27]. For example, 
a Jew who violates a Torah prohibition of 
Shabbat because he is unaware that the 
particular act is forbidden or because he 
forgot that it was Shabbat - this requires 
the bringing of a Korban CHATAT. The 
CHATAT of an individual is a female sheep 
or goat.

Clarification... If a person sees brown 
leaves on a house plant and pinches them 
off on Shabbat to enhance the growth 
of the plant, he has violated a Rabbinic 
prohibition. This Rabbinic prohibition is 
based on the fact that the act is essentially 
the same as, and for the same purpose as, 
pruning leaves on a bush growing in the 
ground. Pruning is a Torah prohibition. 
The ban on doing the same with house 
plants is one of many protective measures 
of the Sages to protect the Torah from 
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violation. When the person learns of 
his error, no Korban is required - just 
T’shuva - because the act was not a Torah 
violation. But doing the same with one's 
rose bushes IS a Torah violation and 
would require a CHATAT, in addition to 
T’shuva.

Also, if a person mistakingly cooked 
meat in butter, thinking it was parve 
margarine, this would be a SHOGEG 
violation of a Torah law, but no CHATAT, 
because cooking meat in milk is not a 
capital offense (it is only punishable by 
Makot).

[P> 4:32 (4)] In the previous parsha, 
the "animal of choice" for a Chatat 
was presented first. It is a female goat. 
This parsha continues with the other 
acceptable animal for an individual's 
Chatat, a ewe (female sheep).

[P> 5:1 (10)] Another category of 
sacrifice is the KORBAN OLEH V'YORED 
[123, A72 5:1], a sliding-scale guilt 
offering. An example of a sin requiring 
this korban is suppression of testimony 
or lying under oath about it. Testifying is 
an obligation [122, A178 5:1].

The form that the korban takes depends 
upon the financial means of the sinner - 
goat/sheep, doves.

With birds, the kohen must be careful 
not to sever the head when he performs 
M'LIKA, the bird-korban equivalent of 
Sh'chita [124, L112 5:5].

SDT
The main animal for a 
communal CHATAT (as in 
the Musaf of Rosh Chodesh 

and Chagim) or an individual CHATAT, is 
the goat. This brings to mind the use of the 
goat by Yosef's brothers to deceive their 
father by dipping Yosef's coat into goat's 
blood. The CHATAT for all times contains 
a reminder of the terrible behavior of 
brother to brother. (Yaakov also used a 
goat to deceive his father, when he posed 
as Eisav to receive the bracha.)

SH'VII SEVENTH ALIYA               
16 P'SUKIM - 5:11-26

[S> 5:11 (3)] For those who cannot 
afford doves, the ASHAM (guilt offering) 
is to be brought from flour. In this case 
(as opposed to MENACHOT), no oil [125, 
L102 5:11] or spice [126, L103 5:11] is 
used.

[S> 5:14 (3)] The ASHAM for sacrilege is 
a ram. In addition, the violator, who has 
used the sacred for his own benefit, must 
make restitution and add one-fifth of the 
value as a penalty [127, A118 5:16].

Actually, one fourth is added, an 
amount that becomes one fifth of the 
total amount. E.g. 100 worth of use + 25 
penalty = 125 total payment, the addition 
of 25 being one fifth of the 125. This is 
how the penalty called CHOMESH is 
calculated.

[S> 5:17 (3)] A variation of the ASHAM 
is brought when one is not sure if he 
violated the particular prohibition or not. 
The Conditional Asham is a ram [128, A70 
5:17].

[S> 5:20 (7)] The thief is commanded to 
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return that which he stole [130, A194 5:23].

The bringing of the ASHAM for all the 
specific types of violations is a positive 
mitzva [129, A71 5:21 - there are other 
p'sukim that input into this mitzva, since 
there are different types and reasons for 
bringing an ASHAM].

Thus the Torah ends its introduction to 
the different types of korbanot.

The last three p’sukim are reread for 
the Maftir.

HAFTARA 31 P'SUKIM             
YESHAYAHU 43:21-44:21

From the sedra, we receive our first 
introduction to korbanot. The haftara 
contains two kinds of rebuke to the 
people, who have been exiled. First, 
that even when not "burdened" by the 
various korbanot (since they are in exile 
and without a Beit HaMikdash), they do 
not properly pray or repent their ways. 
Secondly (which really comes first) the 
people had not offered korbanot properly 
- sometimes to idolatry, sometimes 
insincerely to G-d - when they had the 
opportunity.

G-d does and will favor and redeem 
us, even when we don't deserve it. 
(Nonetheless, it is far better to act in such 
a way as to be worthy of G-d's love of us 
and His many acts of kindness on our 
behalf, for His own sake.) 
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Forgiving 
Fallibility

“I was wrong. I am sorry. Please 
forgive me.” These are rare words 
indeed, but I heard them pronounced 

clearly by a woman I once worked for, 
and whom I still admire.

She was the superintendent of a small 
school district just outside of Washington, 
DC. Several of the school districts in that 
geographical area were under a federal 
court order to guarantee desegregation 
of the races in the public schools. Believe 
it or not, the court found that even as late 
as the early 1970s, proper integration of 
the races was still not achieved in many 
of these schools.

The superintendent, whom I will call 
Dr. Cassidy, had selected a group of 
school system employees to serve as part 
of a specially trained team to deal with 
the tensions in the community that were 
caused by the implementation of this 
court order.

I was then working as a school 
psychologist in this school district, and 
was one of those chosen to serve on this 
team. We had spent several weeks training 

for this sensitive human relations project. 
She had initially assured us that federal 
funding for our salaries was guaranteed, 
and that we could be confident that our 
jobs were secure once certain formalities 
were finalized.

One Monday morning we were 
summoned to an urgent meeting. She 
informed us that the funds were not 
available, and that we would be denied 
not only our future salaries, but even 
remuneration for the time we had already 
spent. It was then that she uttered the 
words, “I was wrong. Please forgive me.”

I have subsequently witnessed many 
situations in which a leader made a 
terrible mistake impacting upon the lives 
of others. But, almost invariably, those 
leaders shirked responsibility, blamed 
others, or concocted ludicrous excuses for 
their failures. Very few had Dr. Cassidy’s 
courage.

This week’s Torah portion, Parshat 
Vayikra (Leviticus 1:1-5:26), describes an 
individual who demonstrated just such 
courage, and who indeed was expected 
to do so.

Chapter 4 of our Torah portion lists a 
number of individuals who occupied 
special roles in the ancient Jewish 
community. They included the High 
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Priest; the judges of the central court or 
Sanhedrin; and the Nasi, or chieftain. Of 
the latter, we read:

“In case it is a chieftain who incurs 
guilt by doing unwittingly any of the 
things which by the commandment of 
the Lord his God ought not to be done, 
and he realizes his guilt… He shall bring 
as his sin offering a male goat without 
blemish… Thus the priest shall make 
expiation on his behalf for his sin, and he 
shall be forgiven.” (Leviticus 4:22-26)

The Hebrew for the first phrase in the 
above quotation, “in case,” is “asher.” 
Rashi notes the similarity between the 
word “asher” and the word “ashrei,” or 
“fortunate.” Based on that similarity 
he comments: “Fortunate is the 
generation whose leader is concerned 
about achieving forgiveness for his 
unintentional transgressions. How much 
more so will he demonstrate remorse for 
his intentional misdeeds.”

Fortunate indeed is the community 
which is blessed with leadership that can 
acknowledge error unambiguously. Even 
more fortunate is the community whose 
leaders ask for forgiveness.

Our commentators note that it is to 
be expected that leaders will commit 
moral errors. Rabbi Obadiah Sforno, the 

medieval Italian physician and Torah 
scholar, comments that it is unavoidable 
that men in positions of power will sin. 
He quotes the phrase in Deuteronomy 
32:15 which reads, “Jeshurun grew fat 
and kicked,” indicating that when one 
becomes “fat” with power he will “kick” 
sinfully. How similar is this insight to Lord 
Acton’s famous quote: “Power corrupts. 
Absolute power corrupts absolutely.”

If the Torah assumes that misdeeds 
by leaders are unavoidable, it also 
expects that those leaders will humbly 
acknowledge their misdeeds and beg 
forgiveness for them. That is the lesson of 
the passage in our Torah portion.

However, the process cannot end with 
the leader’s apologies. His followers must 
accept his sincere regret, and, much 
more difficult, must bring themselves to 
forgive him. In the passage in our parsha, 
it would seem that it is the Almighty who 
forgives a leader, and not necessarily the 
people.

My personal experience has taught 
me that just as it is difficult for people, 
especially those in power, to confess 
their shortcomings and to appeal for 
forgiveness, so is it all the more difficult 
for people to grant forgiveness to those 
who have offended them.

Yet, our sages point out that the 
Almighty wants us to be as forgiving as 
He is. Thus, there is a verse in the book 
of the prophet Micah which reads, “Who 
is a God like You, forgiving iniquity and 
remitting transgression…?” Upon this 
verse, the Talmud comments: “Whose 
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iniquities does God forgive? Those of he 
who remits the transgressions of others.” 
(Talmud Bavli, Rosh Hashana 17a).

So, let’s return to the story with which 
I began this column. Dr. Cassidy proved 
herself to be capable of confessing that 
she was mistaken, and of asking us to 
forgive her. But I also remember our 
reaction, the reaction of the small group 
of hard workers who learned that they 
were not only out of a job, but would 
not even be getting paycheck that they 
earned.

Our reaction was one of great anger. 
I imagine that the feelings in the room 
were close to those of a lynch mob. We 
vented some of those feelings, but then 
moved on to feelings of frustration and 
impotence. We asked Dr. Cassidy to leave 
the room so that we could plan our next 
step rationally, which she did.

I won’t report on the details of the long 
discussion which ensued. Suffice it to say 
that we moved from anger and frustration 
to acknowledging Dr. Cassidy’s good 
intentions, to empathizing with her 
dilemma, and finally, as a group, deciding 
to express to her our understanding and 

forgiveness.

 She reentered the room, and was 
visibly touched by our compassionate 
response

I must conclude by telling you dear 
reader, that although happy endings are 
generally confined to fairy tales, this 
particular story did have a happy ending.

Perhaps emboldened by the support she 
felt from our group, Dr. Cassidy renewed 
her efforts to obtain the grant from the 
federal agency, enlisted the assistance 
of several regional congressman, and 
obtained the funds available for this 
training program.

The lessons of ordinary life often 
parallel the lessons of the Torah. For a 
society to advance, its leaders must be 
self-aware and courageous enough to 
recognize and confess their failures, and 
to seek forgiveness from those whom 
they have affronted. Equally important, 
those who have been affronted most find 
it in their hearts to sincerely forgive.

Then, and only then, can problems be 
solved, and greater goals achieved. 
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The Prophetic 
View of 
Sacrifice

Sacrifices, the subject of this week’s 
parsha, were central to the religious 
life of biblical Israel. We see this not 

only by the sheer space devoted to them 
in the Torah, but also by the fact that they 
occupy its central book, Vayikra. 

We have not had the sacrificial service 
since the destruction of the second 
Temple almost 2000 years ago. What 
is deeply relevant today, however, is 
the critique of sacrifices we find among 
the Prophets of the first Temple. That 
critique was sharp and deep and formed 
many of their most powerful addresses. 
One of the earliest was delivered by the 
Prophet Samuel: “Does the Lord delight 
in burnt offerings and sacrifices as much 
as in obedience to the Lord’s command? 
Surely, obedience is better than sacrifice, 

compliance than the fat of rams” (1 Sam. 
15:22).

Amos said in the name of God: “If 
you offer Me burnt offerings—or your 
meal offerings— I will not accept 
them; I will pay no heed to your gifts 
of fatlings … But let justice well up like 
water, righteousness like a never-ending 
stream” (Amos 5:21-24). Likewise Hosea: 
“For I desire goodness, not sacrifice; 
obedience to God, rather than burnt 
offerings” (Hosea 6:6).

We find a similar critique in several 
Psalms. “Were I hungry, I would not 
tell you, for Mine is the world and all 
it holds. Do I eat the flesh of bulls, or 
drink the blood of goats?” (Ps. 50:8-15). 
“Lord, open my lips, and let my mouth 
declare Your praise. You do not want 
me to bring sacrifices; You do not desire 
burnt offerings. True sacrifice to God is a 
contrite spirit; God, You will not despise 
a contrite and crushed heart” (Ps. 51:17-
19).

Jeremiah seems to suggest that the 
sacrificial order was not God’s initial 
intention: “For when I freed your fathers 
from the land of Egypt, I did not speak 
with them or command them concerning 
burnt offerings or sacrifice. But this is 
what I commanded them: Do My bidding, 
that I may be your God and you may be 
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My people; walk only in the way that I 
enjoin upon you, that it may go well with 
you” (Jer. 7:22-23). 

Strongest of all is the passage at the 
beginning of the book of Isaiah that we 
read on Shabbat Chazon before Tisha 
b’Av: “‘What need have I of all your 
sacrifices?’ says the Lord. ‘I have more 
than enough of burnt offerings, of rams 
and the fat of fattened animals; I have no 
pleasure in the blood of bulls and lambs 
and goats. When you come to appear 
before me, who has asked this of you, this 
trampling of my courts? Stop bringing 
meaningless offerings! Your incense is 
detestable to Me’” (Is. 1:11-13).

This entire line of thought, sounded 
by many voices and sustained across 
centuries, is extraordinary. The people 
were being criticised not for disobeying 
God’s law but for obeying it. Sacrifices 
were commanded. Their offering was 
a sacred act performed in a holy place. 
What then aroused the Prophets’ anger 
and rebuke?

It was not that they were opposed to 
sacrifice as such. Jeremiah foresaw the 
day when “People shall come from the 
towns of Judah and from the environs 
of Jerusalem … bringing burnt offerings 
and sacrifices, meal offerings and 
frankincense, and bringing offerings of 
thanksgiving to the House of the Lord” 
(Jer. 17:26).

Likewise Isaiah: “I will bring them to 
My sacred mount and let them rejoice 
in My house of prayer. Their burnt 
offerings and sacrifices shall be welcome 
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on My altar, for My house shall be called 
a house of prayer for all peoples” (Is. 
56:7).

They were not criticising the 
institution of sacrifices. They were 
criticising something as real now as it was 
in their time. What distressed them to the 
core of their being was the idea that you 
could serve God and at the same time act 
disdainfully, cruelly, unjustly, insensitively 
or callously toward other people. “So long 
as I am in God’s good graces, that is all 
that matters.” That is the thought that 
made the Prophets incandescent with 
indignation. If you think that, they seem 
to say, then you haven’t understood either 
God or Torah.

The first thing the Torah tells us about 
humanity is that we are each in the image 
and likeness of God Himself. Therefore 
if you wrong a human being, you are 
abusing the only creation in the universe 
on which God has set His image. A sin 
against any person is a sin against God.

In the first mission statement of the 
Jewish people, God said about Avraham, 
“For I have chosen him that he may 
instruct his children and his posterity to 
keep the way of the Lord by doing what 
is just and right” (Gen. 18:19). The way of 
the Lord is to act justly and righteously 
toward your fellow human beings. In 
context, this meant that God was inviting 
Avraham to pray on behalf of the people 
of Sodom, even though he knew that they 
were wicked and sinners.

It is specifically in the book of sacrifices, 
Vayikra, that we find the twin commands 

to love your neighbour as yourself, and 
love the stranger (Lev. 19:18, 33-34). 
The sacrifices that express our love and 
awe of God should lead to love of the 
neighbour and the stranger. There should 
be a seamless transition from commands 
between us and God to commands 
between us and our fellow humans.

Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah and 
Jeremiah all witnessed societies in which 
people were punctilious in bringing 
their offerings to the Temple, but in 
which there was bribery, corruption, 
perversion of justice, abuse of power 
and the exploitation of the powerless by 
the powerful. The Prophets saw in this a 
profound and dangerous contradiction. 

The very act of bringing a sacrifice 
was fraught with ambiguity. Jews were 
not the only people in ancient times 
to have temples, priests and sacrifices. 
Almost everyone did. It was precisely 
here that the religion of ancient Israel 
came closest, outwardly, to the practices 
of their pagan neighbours. But the 
sacrificial systems of other cultures 
were based on totally different beliefs. 
In many religions sacrifices were seen 
as a way of placating or appeasing the 
gods. The Aztecs believed that sacrificial 
offerings fed the gods who sustained the 
universe. Walter Burkhart speculated 
that the ancient Greeks experienced guilt 
when they killed animals for food, so they 
offered sacrifices as a way of appeasing 
their consciences.

All these ideas are alien to Judaism. God 
cannot be bribed or appeased. Nor can we 
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bring Him anything that is not His. God 
sustains the universe: the universe does 
not sustain Him. And wrongs righted by 
sacrifice do not excuse other wrongs. So 
intention and mindset were essential in 
the sacrificial system. The thought that “If 
I bring a sacrifice to God, He will overlook 
my other faults” – in effect, the idea that 
I can bribe the Judge of all the earth – 
turns a sacred act into a pagan one, and 
produces precisely the opposite result 
than the one intended by the Torah. It 
turns religious worship from a way to the 
right and the good, into a way of easing 
the conscience of those who practice the 
wrong and the bad.

I believe that to love God is to 
love our fellow humans. To 
honour God is to honour our 
fellow humans.

To serve God is to serve humanity. That 
was the point made memorably by Micah: 
“He has told you, O man, what is good, 
and what the Lord requires of you: To 
do justice, to love goodness, and to walk 
humbly with your God.”(Micah 6:6-8). 
Jeremiah said of King Josiah: “He judged 
the cause of the poor and needy; then it 
was well with him: was not this to know 
Me? says the Lord” (Jer. 22:16). Knowing 
God, said Jeremiah, means caring for 
those in need.

Maimonides said essentially the same 
at the end of The Guide for the Perplexed 
(III, 54). He quotes Jeremiah: “Only in 

this should one glory: that they have the 
understanding to know Me, that I am 
the Lord, who exercises kindness, justice 
and righteousness on earth, for in these 
I delight,’ says the Lord” (Jer. 9:23). To 
know God is to know what it is to act with 
kindness, justice and righteousness.

The danger of the sacrificial system, 
said the Prophets, is that it can lead people 
to think that there are two domains, the 
Temple and the world, serving God and 
caring for one’s fellow humans, and they 
are disconnected. Judaism rejects the 
concept of two disconnected domains. 
Halachically they are distinct, but 
psychologically, ethically and spiritually 
they are part of a single indivisible 
system.     

I believe that to love God is to love 
our fellow humans. To honour God is to 
honour our fellow humans. We may not 
ask God to listen to us if we are unwilling 
to listen to others. We may not ask God to 
forgive us if we are unwilling to forgive 
others. To know God is to seek to imitate 
Him, which means, said Jeremiah and 
Maimonides, to exercise kindness, justice 
and righteousness on earth. 
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This week we begin the third book 
of the Torah with the reading of 
Parashat VaYikra. And with it, 

we open up a new world in service to 
Hashem: the world of korbanot, ritual 
sacrifices. Having completed the second 
book of the Torah, Sefer Shmot, with 
the construction and the purpose of the 
mishkan, the Torah now explains the 
precise details of HOW the sacrificial 
rite must be observed. And, although 
sacrifice was known in the ancient word-
the Torah records that Noach, Avraham, 
Yitzchak and Ya’akov offered korbanot 
to Hashem, no specific laws had been set 
up regarding the exact formal procedure 
that was to be followed. Sefer VaYikra 
does just that.

Given this background, we understand 
Chazal’s choice of the 43rd and 44th prakim 
of Sefer Yishayahu as the haftarah for 
this parasha. These chapters focus upon 
the sacrificial rite that was observed-or 
not observed-by the nation during the 
prophet’s lifetime. Indeed, the bulk of the 
selection depicts the glory of the future 
epoch when even idolators will turn to 
sacrifice to Hashem upon realizing the 
emptiness of pagan worship.

Nonetheless, the haftarah begins 
with Yishayahu’s criticism of Israel 
for having turned away from G-d. The 
navi’s condemnation of Israel for not 
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having sacrificed to Him is a source of 
disagreement between the parshanim. 
Rashi explains that G-d condemned 
the people for sacrificing to the false 
gods rather than to the true One. The 
Radak supports that view by quoting the 
episode found in Divrei HaYamim II that 
describes how King Ahaz locked the gates 
of the Beit HaMikdash and built altars 
throughout the land, leading the nation to 
idolatry. The Ibn Ezra, on the other hand, 
suggests that the navi was referring to the 
behavior of Israel in the Diaspora of Bavel 
where they did not observe the sacrificial 
rite at all.

The different approaches suggested by 
these commentators reflect two possible 
sins that Yishayahu condemns: either the 
people’s cessation of worshipping G-d or 
their active involvement in actual idolatry.  
We would imagine that the second sin 
is far worse than the first. But perhaps 
we can understand both approaches as 
actually being part of a process-a process 
in which one sin of omission leads to the 
more serious sin of commission.

As mortal beings, whose time on this 
earth is limited, we seek to cling to the 
Unlimited. Blessed with an immortal 
soul that seeks to reunite to its source, 
we naturally thirst for spirituality, for 
immortality, for Hashem, as the Psalmist 
wrote: “Tzam’ah nafshi leilokim” 
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(Tehillim 43:3). In today’s parasha, the 
Torah provides us with a way to do just 
that, a way to reach out and connect to 
G-d. And, when followed as prescribed, 
that way quenches the soul and satisfies 
our longing.  

But when, for whatever reason, people 
cease reaching out, when they stop 
searching or stop thirsting, they seek other 
paths. Often they find material success 
as satisfying that need. Or, perhaps, 
it can be intellectual achievement or 
technological advance that calms that 
yearning. They begin to see their progress 
as the accomplishment of Man alone and 
begin to believe, as the Torah puts it: 
(D’varim 8:17) “Kochi v’otzem yadi asa li 
et hachayil hazeh”, that all this success I 
have achieved through my own efforts. 
They replace “Him’ with “I”. And yet, often 
enough, even the great accomplishments 
fill the void only temporarily. That thirst 
and that longing remain. And so they 
search. And eventually return to worship. 
But not the worship of the Al-mighty but 
worship of false powers, of nature, of 
philosophies, of “isms”- of idols. Simply, 
the abandonment of service of the Divine 
Being can lead to the service of a non-
being. 

The laws of korbanot, like the laws of 
tefilla, may seem to many as irrelevant 
or, perhaps, too picayune to be of real 
significance. But it is this body of laws 
that paves for us our way to draw nearer 
to G-d, to our true Source. It quenches 
our thirst, it soothes our longing and 
it elevates us beyond the world of the 
mortal. 
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Rav Kehilla, Nofei HaShemesh
Maggid Shiur, Daf Yomi, OU.org
Senior Ra"M, Kerem B'Yavneh

 RABBI SHALOM
ROSNER

he reaches the kitchen and lifts off the 
pot cover, finally discovering the source 
of the scent. The smell hit you immedi-
ately when you opened the door, and it 
informed you that there was something 
coming, that there was something tasty 
to anticipate. Similarly, if you walk into 
a garden and you immediately smell a 
flower – the scent informs you that there 
is a sweet-smelling flower in the vicinity. 

I am going to improve even 
more. I am going to use this to 
lead me to change my actions 
for the better

When we offer a korban, we offer a 
rei’ah nicho'ach. It is a sweet smelling 
“aroma” that we put out to Hashem, 
saying – Hashem, I am putting out a fine 
“scent” now, but I am going to improve 

Rei’ach 
Nicho’ach

עלה הוא אשה ריח ניחוח לה’ )ויקרא א:יג(

It is a burnt offering, a fire offering 
[with] a pleasing fragrance to Hashem 
(Vayikra 1:13)

The Torah refers to the acceptance 
of the korban using the phrase “rei’ah 
nicho'ach laShem”, a sweet-smelling 
aroma or fragrance to Hashem. What 
does this phrase rei’ah nicho'ach mean? 
Rav Yaakov Tzvi Mecklenberg suggest 
a unique approach in his commen-
tary, HaKesav VeHaKabbala: “Rei’ah 
nicho'ach” does not describe the scent of 
the korban, but rather it describes the 
person who offers it. A rei’ah nicho'ach 
is a nice fragrance; if one walks into a 
garden or one enters a home on Erev 
Shabbos, one can already smell that 
there is something tasty cooking. As he 
walks further into the house, the aroma 
becomes stronger and stronger, until 
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even more. I am going to use this to lead 
me to change my actions for the better. 
Just like a smell precedes the item, so 
too, the korban is our rei’ah nicho'ach – 
we provide a good smell to HaKadosh 
Barukh Hu, as a foreshadowing of what 
is going to transpire in the future. Our 
actions have to mirror what we just did – 
we brought a rei’ah nicho'ach, so we need 
to make sure that our actions improve as 
well. Anything that is sensed in advance 
is called rei’ah, as Iyov states that he 
“smells war” (39:25). How can he smell 
war? Because he feels it beforehand. 
Therefore, anybody who offers a korban 
should contemplate teshuva to return 
and get closer to Hashem. We should 
appreciate that the korbanot we offer 
should lead us to further our connection 
to Hashem, placing our finer “fragrance” 
before Him. 

Given the difficult situation that we 
are experiencing currently, may we all 
strengthen our study of Torah and acts of 
chesed and intensify our rei’ah nicho'ach 
before Hashem so that we can experi-
ence his sympathy and merit yeshuos 
Hashem.  
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Do you suffer from
urinary problems?
Enlarged prostate (“BPH”) 
affects most men over age 50
Prostate Artery Embolization 
(“PAE”) is a minimally-invasive 
technique with similar results to 
surgery and immediate return to 
normal activities
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Honing the 
Honey

Honey, the sweetest additive and 
food enhancer, was prohibited as 
part of offerings on the mizbeach.  

Indeed, had it been added to the incense 
offering, the smell would have been so 
powerful that it’s influence could have 
barely been tolerated.  Why indeed, was 
honey rejected from the avodah?  

Rabbi Shraga Grossbard in Daas 
Shraga learns a powerful lesson from 
this restriction. We often think in life 
that we know what is better, what is 
sweeter. In actuality, that which the 
Torah commands is the ultimate good; it 
guides and directs us constantly.  Rabbi 
Rice in Merosh Tzurim adds that although 
we no longer have the sacrifices in the 
Beit Hamikdash, we do have the ability to 

heed the word of Hashem and submit to 
His desires. This is the ultimate good and 
sweetness in this world.  

Indulgence in material 
gratification detracts from 
one’s capacity to find pleasure 
in Torah learning and 
mitzvah observance

An interesting property of honey notes 
Rabbi Moshe Dandrovitz in Imrei Chemed, 
is that anything that falls into honey 
becomes absorbed and the honey itself 
remains unchanged.  Likewise, one who 
is spiritually apathetic may experience 
many opportunities for growth, yet 
nothing will affect any change.  Living 
a Torah oriented lifestyle is predicated 
on movement and growth; honey on the 
other hand represents apathy and self-
indulgence which has no place in the 
service of Hashem. 

Rabbi Chaim Friedlander in Siftei Chayim 
underscores the self- indulgent, pleasure-
seeking aspect that honey symbolizes.  
Honey is an additive that is not essential, it 
reflects the added dimension of pleasure.  
Pursuit of pleasure inhibits spiritual 
growth and creates a lethargy in mitzvah 
observance.  Rav Moshe Feinstein deplored 
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this “honey” lifestyle which he classified as 
a concentrated focus on experiencing the 
“good times”.  He writes that buying every 
available kosher product is a mistake; 
excessive worldly pleasures are equally 
‘treif’.  Indulgence in material gratification 
detracts from one’s capacity to find 
pleasure in Torah learning and mitzvah 
observance.

Rav Mordechai Gifter adds that although 
adding honey to sacrifices is forbidden, salt 
is a mandated ingredient. Salt draws out 
the inherent flavor in a food.  In contrast, 
honey adds a taste that is not essentially in 
the food. The message for us is significant; 
bring to the fore all the talents and abilities 
that are found within and do not try to 
impose that which is not inherently part 
of us. 
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Vayikra: 
Before 
Hashem

In the Beis Medrash of Rebbe Yitzchak 
Meir Heshel of Zinkov (d. 1854), 
the oldest son and successor of the 

Oheiv Yisrael of Apta zy’a , there was an 
emphasis on avodas ha-midos, refining 
character traits, and in particular 
attaining humility. When the Rebbe 
returned home to Zinkov from a lengthy 
road trip, he found that over the course 
of his protracted absence, his community 
had hired a chazan to lead prayer services. 
Unfortunately, this chazan seemed to be 
lacking in yiras Shomayim, and his midos 
did not live up to the standards the Rebbe 
was comfortable with. In defense of their 
hiring, the Gabbai pleaded: “The chazan 
was passing through town and had such 
a magnificent voice; everyone was so 
impressed! His voice fills the room, and 
he davens before the amud so beautifully 
that we didn’t think we needed to know 
anything more about his personality, and 

we offered him the job on the spot.” 

Said the Rebbe, “Indeed, you found a 
chazan who davens for the congregation 
‘before the amud’, however I would have 
prefered that in Zinkov we have a chazan 
who davens before Hashem”.

MOSHE’S HUMILITY

Vayikra el Moshe… “Hashem called to 
Moshe,” inviting him to enter the Ohel 
Moed, the Tent of Meeting, and stand 
before Him there for the first time. The 
last letter of the word Vayikra is written in 
our Torah scrolls as an alef ze’ira, a “small 
alef”, graphically smaller than the other 
letters. The Meforshim comment that this 
points out Moshe Rabbeinu’s humility; 
even as Hashem called to Moshe directly, 
Moshe remained anav mikol adam, “more 
humble than any other person”.(Vayikra, 
12:3) 

Rambam writes of a Jewish 
king: “He must be exceedingly 
humble;

Rav Yisroel Belsky, zt’l, Rosh Yeshiva of 
Torah VaDaas points to Moshe Rabbeinu’s 
midah of humility and noted how self-
aware those in positions of Jewish 
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leadership and influence must be within 
their roles of power and authority. Jewish 
law states that when a Jewish king davens 
the amidah he must remain in a bowed 
position throughout the entire prayer, 
instilling in himself self-negation and 
humility before the King of Kings. Rav 
Belsky would say that malchus, rulership, 
is the ultimate avdus, servitude. It is 
in this spirit that the great tzadik, Rav 
Avraham Yitzchak HaKohen Kook zy’a, 
would sign his letters as “A Servant of the 
Holy Nation in the Holy Land”. 

Rambam writes of a Jewish king: “He 
must be exceedingly humble; (he must) 
not exercise pomp and dignity over his 
people more than necessary... (he must) 
be gracious and compassionate to young 
and old, and go and come for their sake 
and their good...and protect the honor 
of the smallest of the small….” (Hilchos 
Melachim, 2:6)

‘SMALLNESS’

When the Tzemach Tzedek, Rebbe 
Menachem Mendel Schneersohn (the 
3rd Lubavitcher Rebbe) was brought 
to cheder to learn Torah, he asked his 
grandfather, the Alter Rebbe, why the 
letter ‘alef’ of the word Vayikra is written 
smaller than the other letters. The Alter 
Rebbe explained to the young genius and 

future Rebbe that the alef zeira honors 
Moshe’s humility, his ‘smallness’ in his 
own eyes. He shared an insight as to how 
Moshe maintained that midah: “Moshe 
Rabbeinu was aware of the outstanding 
qualities he had been blessed with, yet did 
not become conceited. Instead, with great 
humility, he said to himself, ‘Someone 
else in my position, given the opportunity 
to receive the Torah face-to-face from 
Hashem and granted all of this spiritual 
potential, would have accomplished so 
much more.” 

May we remember that in leading 
others, we are at the service of others, 
invited by Hashem with an alef ze’ira, 
standing before Him…. not just before an 
amud. 
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Kitniyot:              
The basics

The custom of Ashkenazic Jewry is 
to refrain from the consumption of 
kitniyot on Pesach.

According to Biblical law, only food 
from the five grains that is leavened is 
prohibited to be owned or consumed 
on Pesach. Over the generations, many 
halachic authorities (S’mak 222, Terumat 
Hadeshen 113) ruled that it is prohibited 
to eat legumes (kitniyot) on Pesach for 
various reasons. The Pri Chadash (453) 
brings support for this practice from the 
Talmud (See Dinei Kitniyot BePesach p.34-
49). 

In recent times, certain individuals 
have tried to abolish this sacred minhag 
(custom). This is a grave mistake. The 
minhag of kitniyot is based in solid 
halachic literature and is widely accepted 
amongst authorities. The Maharil 
(Hilchot Ma’achlot Asurot:15) went so far 
as to say that someone who consumes 
kitniyot on Pesach transgresses the verse 
of “Lo Tasur” (Devarim 17:11), the biblical 
commandment to listen to our Sages. 
Leading Halachists such as the Chayei 
Adam (127:1),Chatam Sofer (OH:122) and 

Aruch Hashulchan (453:4) wrote striking 
rebukes against those who ate kitniyot on 
Pesach. 

However, the custom of kitniyot has 
also developed over the years and has 
expanded beyond its original decree. As 
a result, there are specific areas where 
leniency may apply.

There are two underlying reasons for 
the minhag of kitniyot. The first is that 
kitniyot were grown in close proximity 
to the five grains, share a resemblance 
with them, and were harvested in a 
similar manner. All of these factors can 
cause chametz grains to easily get mixed 
among the kitniyot, making them difficult 
to be detected and removed. The second 
reason is based on the fact that kitniyot 
was (and in some instances still) ground 
into flour and made into bread or baked 
goods. This could lead to confusion and 
people could erroneously consume goods 
made from wheat flour or think that 
wheat flour is permissible.

The basic group of raw kitniyot includes 
the following: 

beans (all), buckwheat/kasha, caraway, 
cardamom, chickpeas, fennel seeds, 
fenugreek, grains-of-paradise, lentils, 
millet, mustard seeds, peas, poppy seeds, 
rapeseed/canola, rice, sesame seeds, 

OU KASHRUT
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Director, The Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center 
for Kashrut Education
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snow peas, sorghum, sugar-snap peas, 
and sunflower seeds. 

Regarding the qualification of peanuts 
as kitniyot, Rav Moshe Feinstein (OH 
3:63) writes that only legumes that were 
common during the time of the minhag 
are prohibited. New World crops are 
permitted since we cannot add on to the 
minhag. Rav Moshe writes that there is 
room to be lenient and consume peanuts 
or peanut oil on Pesach; however, he 
continues on to mention that a custom 
does exist not to consume peanuts on 
Pesach. 

As the custom to refrain from peanuts 
has been widely upheld, OU policy has 
been not to certify peanuts or peanuts 
derivatives for Pesach use.

Corn and soybeans are widely 
considered kitniyot even though they 
are New World crops. Why would 
these differ from the custom regarding 
peanuts? A possible explanation could be 
based on the underlying reasons for the 
minhag of kitniyot. Corn and soybeans 
are the classic form of kitniyot, as both 
underlying reasons apply. Corn is stored 
and grown near wheat and may be 
ground into flour and baked. The same 
is true with soybeans. This is not true of 
peanuts, and therefore they do not fall 
under the classic category of kitniyot. As 

The OU Israel Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center for Kashrut Education was created to raise awareness 
and educate the public in all areas of Kashrut in Israel. Rabbi Ezra Friedman, a Rabbinic Field 
Representative for the OU is the Center's director.

 Kashrut Questions in Israel? 
Call or Whatsapp Rabbi Friedman at 

050-200-4432

such, perhaps Rav Moshe Feinstein felt 
there is room to be lenient regarding 
peanuts (See Sridei Eish 1:50, Mikraei 
Kodesh Pesach 2:60 and Chelkat Yaakov 
207). It is important to mention that 
under OU policy, both corn and soybeans 
are considered kitniyot.

In recent years many have approached 
the OU regarding the status of quinoa. 
Following an intensive multi-year 
investigation (which included visiting 
quinoa fields in Peru and Bolivia) and 
an internal debate, the OU decided it can 
certify quinoa for Pesach. This ruling is 
based on the fact that all factors regarding 
the custom of kitniyot are not applicable 
to quinoa. Quinoa is a new world crop. 
It is grown and stored separately from 
other crops and was traditionally not 
used like grains for the preparation of 
bread or similar wheat-like products.

It should be noted that quinoa is only fit 
for Pesach use if it has been supervised 
for the holiday and is labeled kosher for 
Pesach. 
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SIMCHAT SHMUEL 

As we all are adjusting to our 
challenging current events, I’d 
like to share some thoughts on 

our experience of this past Shabbat, a 
Shabbat of solitude.

This past Shabbat, we normally would 
have gathered together to hear the words 
of Parshiyot VaYakhel and Pekudei, 
as well as the special Kria for Shabbat 
HaChodesh.

Parshat VaYakhel begins with the 
words: Vayakhel Moshe et kol Adat Ben 
Yisrael - HaKadosh  Baruch Hu instructs 
Moshe to gather together all of Bnei 
Yisrael.

 How are we to understand this 
idea of gathering together as an entire 
community, during these difficult days 
of isolation, where we are unable to 
gather together as a community as we are 
accustomed?

Rashi explains that Hashem gave this 
instruction and spoke these words to 

Moshe, on the day immediately following 
Yom Kippur. The Admor of Husiyatin zy’a, 
the Ohalei Yaakov of Tel Aviv, explained 
this insight from Rashi as teaching us a 
profound eternal lesson. On Yom Kippur 
it is almost universally understood that 
we gather together in  harmony, love 
and unity, but Hashem reminds Moshe-
also on the day following Yom Kippur, we 
need to find ways to express that same 
unity and love. 

Yehi Ratzon, may we find strength 
from this powerful idea, that despite our 
physical distancing, may we be united in 
embracing the guidelines of safety, as an 
expression of love, unity and concern for 
one another. May we find ways to come 
together in virtual harmony, and may we 
soon gather together as before, in even 
greater joy and unity. 
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The OU family joins all of Klal Yisrael 
with prayers for refua and relief from the difficult 
situation we now face. May Hashem have mercy on all His 
creations and bring peace and salvation across the globe.

The following chapter of Tehillim is recommended to be recited 
during these days:

תהילים פרק ק"ל
ִׁשיר ַהַּמֲעלֹות

ִמַּמֲעַמִּקים ְקָראִתיָך ה'

ה' ִׁשְמָעה ְבקֹוִלי

ִּתְהֶייָנה ָאְזֶניָך ַקֻּׁשבֹות ְלקֹול ַּתֲחנּוָני

ִאם-ֲעֹונֹות ִּתְׁשָמר קה ה' ִמי ַיֲעמֹד

ִּכי-ִעְּמָך ַהְּסִליָחה ְלַמַען ִּתָּוֵרא

ִקִּויִתי ה' ִקְּוָתה ַנְפִׁשי ְוִלְדָברֹו הֹוָחְלִּתי

ַנְפִׁשי לה' ִמּׁשְֹמִרים ַלּבֶֹקר ׁשְֹמִרים ַלּבֶֹקר

 ַיֵחל ִיְׂשָרֵאל ֶאל ה' 

 ִּכי-ִעם ה' ַהֶחֶסד ְוַהְרֵּבה ִעּמֹו ְפדּות

ְוהּוא, ִיְפֶּדה ֶאת-ִיְׂשָרֵאל ִמּכֹל ֲעֹונָֹתיו
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This brand new Hebrew edition presents the traditional 
Haggadah along with outstanding analyses and commentary 
based on the teachings of Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik zt”l.  
 

www.korenpub.com 
Now Available online, at the OU Israel 
Center and at local Jewish bookstores
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Pesach made easy…
and tasty

with

SScchhoocckkeettiinnoo

CCaatteerreerrss

For our take-away menu
and orders

please contact
Chaim at 052-855-1538 -or-

Daniella at 054-3174-144
or email:

hschockett@gmail.com

Deadline for orders: 
Sunday, March 29th

Pick up orders at
the OU Israel Center 

Tuesday, April 7th
5:00-9:00pm

SScchhoocckkeettiinnoo  CCaatteerreerrss

is under the strict supervision
of OU Israel

Glatt Kosher L'mehadrin
Non-gebruchts, Non-kitniyot,

Jewish staff only

Call us now at:
02-6503208 

054-9894707

The Next Generation of Dentists

Located in 
Jerusalem
 city center

Ozone Gum & 
Dental Therapy

• Non- surgical approach
• Restore gum health
• Good for mild to severe cases
• Prevent gum recession
• Prevent bad breath
• Prevent tooth extraction
• Prevent root canal treatments
• Better healing of implants 
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Birkat Ha'Ilanot D zepli`d zkxa
The following bracha is said only once a year, 
during the month of Nissan, on fruit trees in 
blossom. It is not said on flowering trees 
that do not bear fruit. Say the bracha ONLY 
if you are sure that the trees are fruit-bearing. 
It is not said on fruit trees that already have 
fruit; only on fruit trees when they display the flower 
blossoms that precede their fruit. It is preferable to say 
the bracha on at least two trees. The bracha should be 
said with a sense of awe, appreciation, admiration, and 
joy of HaShem and the world He created for us. 
We specifically acknowledge Him in the presence 
of fruit trees which delight our senses with their floral 
displays, even before they provide us with their tasty fruit. We realize that this is an
extra-special gift from G-d to us.

ml̈Frd̈ K¤l ¤n Epi ¥dŸl' ¡̀  'd dŸ ©̀  KExÄ
zFi ¦x §A Fa `ẍäE ,xäc̈ Fnl̈Fr §A x ©Q ¦g Ÿ̀N ¤W

:mc̈ ῭  i¥p §A m ¤dÄ zFP ©d §l mi ¦aFh zFpl̈i ¦̀ §e zFaFh
Some versions have mEl §M instead of xäc̈

Some add these T’hilim (122 and 128)

K ¦i «©xr̈ §W ¦A ,Epi«¥l §b ©x Eid̈ zFc §nŸr .K¥l¥p 'd zi ¥A ,i ¦l mi ¦x §nŸ̀ §A i ¦Y §g «©nÜ ,c ¦ec̈ §l zFl£r ©O ©d xi ¦W
D'ï i ¥h §a ¦W mi ¦hä §W Elr̈ mẌ ¤W .eC̈ §g ©i DN̈ dẍ §A ªg ¤W xi ¦r §M ,dïEp §A ©d m ¦i«©lẄEx §i .m ¦i«l̈ẄEx §i
.c ¦eC̈ zi ¥a §l zF` §q ¦M ,hR̈ §W ¦n §l zF` §q ¦k Ea §Wï dÖ «Ẅ i ¦M .'d m ¥W §l zFcŸd §l ,l ¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i §l zEc ¥r
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We already know that trees are special - we had TU BISHVAT, the Rosh HaShana for Trees. Think
of it this way: Trees provide us with nourishing and delicious fruit. DAYENU! That would be
enough to thank HaShem for. And we do, every time we eat a fruit and say BOREI P’RI HA’EITZ.
And when the fruit is the first of the season, we are so excited that we say an additional bracha:
SHEHECHEYANU. Many fruits also have a pleasant fragrance. That’s a bonus. An extra gift from
G-d for our enjoyment. And we have a bracha for that too: HANOTEIN REI’ACH TOV BAPEIROT.
There is also a b'racha for seeing a magnificent forest: SHEKACHA LO B'OLAMO. And that
HaShem provided us with a beautiful fragrant display of flowers BEFORE the tree yields its fruit -
this is an extra bonus, which we acknowledge once a year with Birkat Ha-Ilanot.

ILAN, ILAN from Taanit 5b-6a: ...To what may this be compared? To a man who was
journeying in the desert; he was hungry, weary and thirsty and he lighted upon a tree the
fruits of which were sweet, its shade pleasant, and a stream of water flowing beneath it; he
ate of its fruits, drank of the water, and rested under its shade. 

When he was about to continue his journey, he said: Tree, O Tree, with what shall I bless you?
Shall I say to you, ‘May your fruits be sweet’? They are sweet already; that your shade be
pleasant? It is already pleasant; that a stream of water may flow beneath you? Lo, a stream of
water flows already beneath you; therefore [I say], ‘May it be [God's] will that all the shoots
taken from you be like you.’ 

So also with you. With what shall I bless you? With [the knowledge of the Torah?] You already
possess [knowledge of the Torah]. With riches? You have riches already. With children? You
have children already. Hence [I say], ‘May it be [God's] will that your offspring be like you.’

Trees by Joyce Kilmer
I think that I shall never see 
A poem as lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's  sweet flowing breast;
A tree that looks to God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear 
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain; 
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me, 
But only God can make a tree.
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Editor, Torah TidbitsRABBI AARON
GOLDSCHEIDER

The Ripple 
Effect

The book of Vayikra is called ‘Torat 
Kohanim’ (‘The Priestly Code’) on 
account of the laws of the Mishkan 

and the korbanot contained therein. 
However, there may be a more profound 
way to understand the implication of this 
term. The illustrious teacher Nechama 
Leibowitz cites the notion that the third 
book of the Torah is so named because 
it furnishes the Jewish people with 
instructions as to how they can attain the 
status of “a kingdom of priests.”; “You 
shall be to me a kingdom of priests and 
a holy nation” (Shemot 19:6). (‘Studies in 
Vayikra’ p.1)

The subject of sacrifices plays a central 
role in the Torah. At the very beginning 
of the book of Bereshit we find Kayin 
and Hevel, followed by Noach, building 
altars and offering sacrifices.  Now, as we 
commence the book of Vayikra, we are 
introduced to its significance in Jewish 
life. The placement of Karbanot in the 
third book of the Torah suggests that it is 
a central pillar of our faith.

However, the laws and practice of the 
karbanot remain a closed book to us. This 

unique form of worship is obscure. How 
do we find meaning in the mystery of 
karbanot?

We will endeavour to present an 
intriguing view offered by the Chassidic 
master, Rebbe Mordechai Yosef Leiner 
zt”l (1801-1854) in his eminent work, Mei 
Hashiloach.

The Rebbe begins his analysis by 
emphasizing the ramification of sin. 
Primarily, sin should not be viewed as 
being an offense against God, rather, the 
real damage of sin is its harmful effects   
on the one who has transgressed. God 
is impervious to sin. Sin blemishes and 
scars the sinner himself (Mei Hashiloach, 
Vayikra, ד"ה ויקרא אל משה).

The Rebbe then conveys a critical 
lesson. We must realize the ripple effect 
of sin: our words, our actions, even 
our thoughts, have an effect on others. 
Indeed, a seemingly insignificant word 
passes from one person to the next, its 
impact grows and can become a source of 
great joy and inspiration or conversely, a 
source of pain and anxiety. Our thoughts 
and actions are like stones dropped into 
still waters, causing ripples to spread and 
expand as they move outward.

With every action we set into play a 
chain reaction which is not confined 
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within the domain of man. Our actions, 
words, even our thoughts, affect all 
of our surroundings. One example 
of this is the fact that man shares an 
interconnectedness with the animal 
kingdom. The animal kingdom is the 
closest species to man. 

Every word we utter, every 
action we perform, even our 
intentions, contributes to 
either hurting or healing the 
world

The Rebbe suggested that by offering 
animal sacrifice to God, one is declaring 
through this act, that transgression 
causes damage well beyond oneself 
or even one’s inner circle. Our actions 
have reverberations affecting multiple 
dimensions.

It is here that the Rebbe offers a 
most beautiful insight: when offering 
an animal on the altar, the giver 
acknowledges that his actions can also 
uplift the world around him. An animal 
being placed on the altar before the 
Almighty is to be viewed by the giver as 
the potential for man to rectify himself 
and all his surroundings. 

יתברך  ה’  הרצון  היפוך  חלילה  עושה  כשאדם  כי   

כל  נתעלו  תשובה  ושכעושה  הברואים,  כל  מוריד  בזה 

אל  ויקרא  ד”ה  ויקרא  פרשת   , השילוח  )מי  הברואים 

משה(

Bringing a sacrifice is empowering. It 
is meant to inculcate confidence in the 

Editor, Torah Tidbits
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giver; it says to him, “Your actions have 
enormous power.”

At this juncture let us briefly cite 
the position of the towering medieval 
Torah commentator, Ramban (1194-
1270) who argues that a person who 
offers a sacrifice undergoes a religious 
experience, as though he was sacrificing 
himself to God since, strictly speaking, 
this is what he should be doing, in view 
of his sin (Vayikra 1:9).

We observe a noticeable contrast 
between the approach of the Ramban 
and the Rebbe of Ishbitz. According to 
the Ramban the individual who offers 
a karban sees the animal as a proxy for 
himself. In contrast, for the Rebbe, the 
animal represents the manifold areas of 
life that are affected by one’s actions.

Sin can always be rectified; the 
whole world can be uplifted with an 
act of teshuva. Although one may have 
degraded themselves to the lowly level 
of an animal by giving in to one’s crude 
desires, the act of engaging in rectifying 
the misdeed, serves to uplift not only 
himself, but to elevate all that is within 
one’s proximity.

The Rebbe cites a mystical teaching 
in the Zohar which portrays the throne 
of God adorned on four sides with four 
images: the face of a lion, the face of an 
eagle, the face of an ox, and the face of 
man (Zohar, Pinchas 3:241). Man shares 
an interconnectedness with the animal 
kingdom. When man fulfils the will of God 
all of creation benefits and is elevated, 
‘His throne is uplifted.’ When man sins, 

a chain reaction is set into play, which 
damages and blemishes the beautiful 
wholeness that can be actualized in this 
world.

The essential lesson to be internalized 
from the sacrificial laws is man’s 
responsibility to his surroundings. It is 
not the animal that brings atonement; 
atonement is attained when man offers 
his heart; confession, prayer and one’s 
desire to mend that which has been 
broken, lies at the heart of the efficacy of 
the sacrifices.

The opening section in Vayikra states: 
“And he shall lay his hands upon the 
head of the burnt offering; and it shall 
be accepted for him (1:4). Typically this 
is understood to mean that when the 
worshipper brings the animal and places 
his hand on its head, the Creator accepts 
the sacrifice. However, the phrase “and 
it shall be accepted for him” lends itself 
to a number of interpretations. Nechama 
Leibowitz, quotes Rabbi Yaakov Zvi 
Mecklenberg (1785-1865). In his Ha-Ketav 
Ve-hakabala the great sage states:

“The phrase ‘ve-nirtza lo’ implies that 
man will endeavor on his own part to 
purify himself from the stain of sin. The 
phrase refers to the simple desire aroused 
in the worshipper to do something to 
make amends...and thus the verse means 
the following: “And he shall lay his 
hand upon...the burnt offering and shall 
reconcile (or make himself acceptable ) 
to God...which is the chief purpose of all 
sacrifices.”  

Attaining ‘priest-like’ holiness depends 
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on our conduct, our yearnings, and our 
desire to return to God. Every word we 
utter, every action we perform, even our 
intentions, contributes to either hurting 
or healing the world. Our actions and 
thoughts resound; they echo well beyond 
what we can detect from our limited 
perspective. 

As the result of the korban, man is 
inspired to uplift the world. Through his 
korban, he wants to be uplifted, never 
to slide backwards into the uninspired 
life he lived before. The sacrificial laws 
communicate the message that we are 
capable of continually ascending to more 
elevated spiritual planes and in so doing, 
raise all of humanity and all of creation 
together with us. 

בס”ד
As long as it's legal we will continue to serve the community

HandyMench Covid-19 
(coronavirus) update:

(26/03/20)

A . C  Te c h n i c i a n s  -  E l e c t r i c i a n s   -   P l u m b e r s   -   H a n d y m e n

Here are the steps we are taking in order to protect our customers and our 
employees during the current virus outbreak.
) We aren't taking service calls in homes that are under quarantine. 
) Our technicians have been instructed to double-check before they enter a home 
that no one has been traveling, has a fever, or is under quarantine. 
3) Our technicians keep a 2-meter distance from customers. 
) Our technicians have been instructed to wash their hands every 15 minutes. 
) Our technicians will not come to work if they or one of their family members are 
not feeling well. 
6) our technicians have been instructed to wear a new set of 
gloves and a mask and to discard them after leaving each 
home. At HandyMench health is our top priority. 
Wishing you and your family a                                            Wishing you and your family a                                            
healthy pre-Pesach season.                                                                              
-The Handymench team
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Perhaps the Coronavirus has come 
to teach us a lesson in modesty. 
Perhaps, as we close ourselves 

up in our small spaces, we have time to 
introspect and to look at our lives’ purpose. 
Perhaps our isolation resembles what Rav 
Nachman designates as “Hisboydedus,” an 
opportunity to make peace with ourselves 
and the Master of the Universe. 

Our Parsha, Devarim, opens with the 
message that Hashem calls out to Moshe 
as if to tell him that despite the awesome 
glory of Hashem that hovers over the 
Mishkan, Moshe should not be afraid to 
enter within. Now, the term “Vayikra” 
– ‘He called out’ – is written with a small 
Aleph. This little letter, our rabbis tell us, is 
surely indicative of Moshe’s modesty.

How so? R. Shimshon of Ostropoli 
astutely observed that, according to 
tradition, Moshe himself wrote the word 
“Vayikra” with a small Aleph. Yet when the 
text referred to the character of the people 
as “Fortunate are you O Israel: Who is 
like you, a people delivered [by Hashem]” 
(Devarim 23:29), Moshe yet employed a 
large letter Aleph.

Furthermore, R. Bunim of Pichiska noted 
that, although it is written that Hashem 
“Raises those who are lowly,” Moshe, 
nevertheless, did not let his elevated status 
allow him to be proud: Moshe, in his 

modesty, waited to be summoned to enter 
the Mishkan. 

The Ba’al Haturim suggests that, in 
his humility, Moshe wanted Hashem’s 
revelation to him to be perceived with 
no more significance than that given to 
the way Hashem appeared to Bilaam 
(Bemidbar 23:16). That latter appearance 
was introduced with the term “Vayakar,” 
which can be translated as ‘[Hashem] 
perchanced’ upon Bilaam – the same 
phrase as “Vayikra,” but without the Aleph.

Hashem, however, who called to Moshe 
lovingly (in contrast to Bilaam), instructs 
Moshe to include the Aleph in the written 
text. But Moshe, ever the humble person, 
chose to reduce the size of the Aleph.

So, perhaps, we have been racing after 
success, aggrandizement, material gain, 
prowess, or whatever. Maybe we, too, 
need to reduce the size of our Aleph, which 
stands for one, for me. And “Corona,” 
perhaps, will transform itself into a “Keren 
Ohr” that will enlighten us to slow down 
and to contemplate, to realize that it is 
Hashem who runs the world – For “There 
are many thoughts in the heart of Man, but 
[it is] Hashem’s counsel that will endure” 
(Mishle 19:21). 

Shabbat Shalom!

BY MENACHEM PERSOFF     
Special Projects Consultant, OU Israel Center
mpersoff@ou.org

DIVREI MENACHEM
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Participation 
in a Siyum by 
Skype 

Question: On Erev Pesach, I will be in a 
small Jewish community that will not have 
a siyum. Is it permitted for me – a bechor1 
– to break the ta’anit bechorot2 based on a 
siyum3 in which I “participate” via Skype? 

Answer: In the context of the halacha 
not to fast throughout the month of Nisan, 
Massechet Sofrim4 states that an exception 
is that bechorot fast on Erev Pesach. The 
Tur5 and Shulchan Aruch6 cite this practice 
as normative, and the Tur explains that it 
is in commemoration of the miracle that 
the Jewish firstborns were saved in Egypt.

The idea that one may eat at a seudat 
mitzva and thereby cancel the fast is 

FROM THE VIRTUAL DESK OF THE

OU VEBBE REBBE
RAV DANIEL MANN

debated among the Acharonim. The Magen 
Avraham7 does not allow firstborns to eat 
even at a brit mila on Erev Pesach. The 
Mishna Berura8 reports, however, that the 
minhag in his time was to allow eating 
at seudot mitzva, including the meal at 
a siyum. The idea that a siyum meal can 
serve this role as a seudat mitzva is found 
in the Rama9 regarding the permissibility 
of eating meat and drinking wine at a 
seudat mitzva during the Nine Days.

In these contexts, there is room to 
distinguish between those people who 
are the main individuals involved in the 
seudat mitzva, for whom the day is like a 
Yom Tov, and the other participants. For 
example, one who is a sandek on the day of 
his parent’s yahrtzeit may eat on that day, 
even if he ordinarily follows the minhag 
of fasting on that day, whereas a simple 
participant in the brit may not.10 Similarly, 
even those who do not allow firstborns to 
eat at another’s seudat mitzva are lenient 
regarding a firstborn who serves as the 
mohel or sandek, as well as the father of 
the circumcised baby.11 In any event, the 
minhag is to allow all participants at a 

NACHI REALTY 054-461-3943
Reduced price! Inheart of Old Katamon. 
Ground floor no stairs. 3.5 rooms 75 meters. 
Renovated 2.39m NIS
Best Value in Rechavia! 4 rooms, 90 meters, 
4th floor with Shabbat Elevator.
Renovated, Private Land. 3.25m NIS
New building in Baka, 2-5 rooms, Spacious 
units with Mirpesot, parking, storage room 
and Shabbat Elevators. Prices start at 1.55m 
NIS
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siyum to eat at the siyum’s meal, and as a 
result, to continue eating the rest of Erev 
Pesach. 

The simple logic for this leniency is that 
each individual’s participation makes the 
celebration more special, thus heightening 
the ba’al simcha’s12 event. Therefore, 
participation in the ba’al simcha’s meal is 
what is crucial regarding our discussion. 
Indeed, some allow even a firstborn who 
missed the siyum itself to take part in the 
seudat mitzva.13 Following the logic that it 
is the enhancement of the ba’al simcha’s 
event that matters, the Minchat Yitzchak14 
says that even the Chavot Yair,15 who rules 
that a meal held the day after the siyum 
was made is still considered a seudat 
mitzva, is discussing only a seuda in which 
the one who made the siyum participates. 

The gemara16 relates that Abaye was 
especially emotionally involved in the 
Torah successes of others, to the extent that 
he would make a party for the rabbis when 
a young scholar finished a massechet. 
Some17 understand that the halachic status 
of such a party extends even to one who is 
not present at all at the celebration of the 
one who finished the Torah section; the 
vicarious joy of all those who are happy 
about the siyum is equivalent to their 
participation in the seudat mitzva. The 
Minchat Yitzchak18 writes that according 
to this approach (which he discourages 

relying upon but considers legitimate), one 
can be considered a “participant” in the 
seudat mitzva even if he does not actually 
eat together with the main party.

In most cases, it would not seem 
logical to consider one who “takes part” 
in a seudat mitzva via Skype as being a 
halachic participant, certainly in regards 
to increasing the simcha of the one who 
made the siyum. However, according to 
the approach that anyone connected to the 
siyum is entitled to celebrate his happiness 
due to the occasion, it is at least somewhat 
plausible to say that witnessing the event 
via Skype is sufficiently significant. 

A number of authorities take a 
surprisingly lenient approach about 
siyum standards for ta’anit bechorot,19 
relying heavily on the following two 
factors: 1) The fast is only a minhag. 2) 
For many people, fasting would have a 
significantly negative impact on the Seder. 
While not actually cancelling the minhag, 
some seem to lower the bar of who is 
included in the siyum, such that they 
enable almost anyone to eat. If one feels 
a need to be lenient, Skype participation 
can indeed be contemplated. If so, it is 
best to watch the siyum and celebrate it 
as a group, and/or to witness a siyum that 
brings one true simcha (e.g., based on 
one’s connection to the person or to the 
level of accomplishment).
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We now apply our past response to 
those under Coronavirus quarantine or 
limitation on gatherings if the present 
situation (as of the time of this writing) 
persists. There are important factors that 
indicate that it is fully permissible, even as 
a single participant, to eat based on remote 
participation in a siyum via live streaming. 
In the area of need, many people will be 
unable to take part in a siyum in person, 
which creates a she’at hadechak, as 
above. This is combined with the fact that 
doctors have raised reservations about the 
advisability of fasting during the time of a 
serious infectious outbreak. 

On a more positive note, such remote 
participation in a siyum has much more 
power than usual. While normally, such 
participation is abnormal, which detracts 
from its efficacy, this is presently the “new 
(temporary) normal.” Furthermore, the 
one who makes the siyum will be fully 
aware of his remote participants, and 
he will be honored and touched to share 
his personal simcha with many others, 
instead of being limited to a small group 
where he is. The remote participants will 
also feel part of the simcha, as the light of 
Torah, which unites us at happy times, like 
the recent siyum hashas, unites us as well 
in difficult times. 

Undoubtedly then, taking part in such 
a siyum at this time is absolutely fine. In 
contrast, if one would have to break or 
even bend the instructions or advice of 
medical authorities and/or one’s rabbi, 
chas v’shalom, to take part in a siyum in 
person, that is unacceptable. 

 Having a dispute? 
For a Din Torah in English or 

Hebrew contact ‘Eretz Hemdah 
- Gazit’ Rabbinical Court: 077-
215-8-215 • fax: (02) 537-9626 

beitdin@eretzhemdah.org  
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Teshuvot V’Hanhagot op. cit.; Yabia Omer, 
I, Orach Chayim 26, is quite stringent.
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 Machon Puah for Fertility and
Gynecology in Accordance with Halacha RABBI GIDEON

WEITZMAN

Tubal 
Ligation and 
Danger

Last week we saw the verse (Vayikra 
22:24): “you shall not offer to God 
any animal with crushed, torn 

or cut testicles, and in your land you 
should not do so.” This is the basis of 
the prohibition against castration that 
includes both animals and human beings. 
The Midrash (Sifra ad loc.) brings the 
opinion of Rabbi Yehudah that only men 
are included in the Torah prohibition 
against castration, and the contrary 
opinion of the Rabbis that both men and 
women are included.

The Rambam (Issurei Biyah 16:11) 
writes that there is no Torah prohibition 
on castrating women but there is a 
Rabbinic prohibition. The Shulchan 
Aruch (Even HaEzer 5:14) follows the 
opinion of the Rambam. However, the 

Gaon of Vilna (Even HaEzer 5:25 and 
28) writes that women are included in 
the Torah prohibition. While the verse 
regarding animals limits itself to male 
animals, and thus, presumably male 
humans, the very next verse states “for 
they are maimed” from which we derive 
a prohibition on maiming animals and 
humans and this regards men and 
women.

Since there is a rabbinic prohibition 
against female castration, the discussion 
seems to be unnecessary; but there is a 
practical application as to whether this 
is a Torah or a rabbinic injunction. If it 
is forbidden by the Torah, then the only 
case where it would be allowed would be 
in the case of danger to life. In the case 
in which a woman’s life is in danger and 
in order to save her life she needed tubal 
ligation, then it would be permitted. But 
if the prohibition is rabbinic in nature, 
then there may be cases other than 
pikuach nefesh in which tubal ligation 
may be permitted.

This leads us to the question presented 
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in Puah’s collection of responsa. A woman 
turned to PUAH requesting permission to 
undergo tubal ligation. Her life was not in 
danger but she had a number of children 
and she was over 40 years old. Since there 
is a greater chance of having children 
with congenital genetic abnormalities at 
this age, she and her husband were not 
interested in having any more children 
and so they sought a permanent solution. 
She had tried other forms of birth control 
but they had not been successful and she 
was very anxious about the possibility of 
getting pregnant. Hormonal methods of 
contraception can have adverse effects 
on a woman’s psychological wellbeing. 
And so she and her doctor suggested that, 
in her case, tubal ligation was the only 
relevant method.

The question was sent to many poskim 
and we will see their responses over the 
next few weeks.   

The Puah Institute is based in Jerusalem 
and helps couples from all over the world 
who are experiencing fertility problems.

Offices in Jerusalem, New York, Los 
Angeles & Paris. Contact (Isr) 02-651-5050 
(US) 718-336-0603 www.puahonline.org

GabaiRealEstate

Mishol Hacramim St., Rimon

Arnona, Primo Levi

360 sqm on a 500 sqm lot. The 7 bdrms are 
spacious & bright. Option for seperate unit with 
private entrance. Asking only NIS 3.280.000

100 sqm in a 55 & older building, well maintained 
apt, spacious 2 bdrm, in excellent condition & a 
lovely balcony.  Asking NIS 2,490,000

Yaniv: 052.614.1442
Yaniv@gabairealestate.com

Elia: 052.862.9208
EliaGabai@gmail.com

GabaiRealEstate.com

Halamed Hey St., Dekel
Near the shopping center, schools, shuls and parks.  
Over 350 Sqm, private freestanding house! 6 Beds, 
4 full baths, spacious living & dining areas, & lower 
level can be used for rental unit.  Great price!

Y. Hachashmonai St., Zayit
Close to 220 sqm, 4 bdrms (option for a 5th), 3.5 
baths, front & back yard, in excellent condition.  No 
steps to the private entrance.  Asking NIS 2.980.000

Gorgeous Penthouse,Rechavia
410 sqm of captivating beauty with a 308 sqm 
terrace featuring 360º view of Jerusalem. Parking,  
Sh. elevator & included is a 2 bdrm apt. 

Jerusalem 

Hagoel, Lev Efrat
Spacious semi-attached home of 240 sqm with 
large backyard, front Sukah porch and private 
entrance, a 7 bedroom home for NIS 2,450,000

Efrat

PRICE REDUCTION
On a truly unique private house on a lot of 750sqm!
Preserved building of 300 sqm in the heart of  
Beit Hakerem.  This beautiful preserved home  
is a one of a kind and priced to sell!

Pitom Haketoret St., Zayit 
400 sqm semi attached house, 7 bdrms, American-
style kitchen w/ add. 2 bdrm rental. Beautiful view & 
excellent Zayit location for under 10K NIS/ meter!
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WALK THROUGH
THE PARSHA  WITH RABBI DAVID WALK

Keep The 
Beat

Having taught teenagers over a 
number of decades, I believe that 
I have an understanding of the 

term ‘boring!’. I would hear it muttered 
or exclaimed many times throughout the 
school year. The dread of hearing that put 
down was an impetus to keep my classes 
fast moving and, hopefully, interesting. 
BTW, no student ever exclaimed 
‘interesting’ or ‘fascinating’. The best you 
could hope for was a breathy ‘cool!’ We 
are now embarking on the Torah volume 
most designated ‘boring’ by my teenaged 
mayvens on the topic.  It’s no wonder 
that many commentaries point out that 
the little ALEPH in the first word of our 
book means that we should teach it to 
young children. Little kids love rote and 
repetition. I think it gives them a sense of 
security. Hence, the popularity of Baby 
Shark (5 billion views). I, on the other 
hand, require ear plugs when it’s played 
by, otherwise, loveable grandchildren.

I’m embarrassed to admit that until 
recently I always skipped the KORBANOT 
passages in davening. You know, there’s 
always a rush to keep up the pace, and 

you sort of just slough off material in the 
process. But my Sefardi son in law got 
me to thinking that in reality our prayers 
do compensate for the lack of Temple 
offerings. I mean, we do want a renewal of 
those offerings. So, I’ve been trying hard 
to include them in my davening. Recently, 
I heard Prof. Arthur Green expound upon 
the Chassidic and Kabbalistic nature 
of reciting these verses. They usher us 
step by, crucial, step into God’s Divine 
Presence. So, I joined the team.

In the game-book of life, we 
need some trick plays for 
extreme circumstances

But there’s more to it. Here at the 
beginning of Vayikra we read about 
the voluntary offerings and the special 
offerings which are brought because of 
sin. Reading and studying this material 
can be understood as being in lieu 
of actually bringing them in the Beit 
HaMikdash. 

This brings us to the daily offerings, the 
TAMID. We, as individuals, never brought 
these. How can my recitation in any way 
be construed as a replacement for the 
Cohanim offering them up? I believe 
that pedagogically and psychologically 
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something else is going on. The regular 
communal offerings (TAMIDIM) are 
recorded far away from these other 
offerings. They are listed at the end of 
parshat Pinchas. I strongly believe that 
there’s a reason for that.

Pinchas represents emergency 
behavior. His extreme act of violent 
justice in the case of Kozbi and Zimri 
(Bamidbar 25:6-18) was shocking at the 
time, but was Divinely sanctioned with 
the blessing of SHALOM. This inspiring 
act of heroic justice might have become 
a societal norm, which could have  been 
disastrous. Therefore, in the same weekly 
parsha, we read about the TAMIDIM. 
These regular Temple offerings must be 
the norm. Society, indeed individuals, 
require routines to manage life. We 
balance the highly abnormal with the 
steady drumbeat of normality.

In the game-book of life, we need some 
trick plays for extreme circumstances. 
However, the steady pace of regularity 
is generally the recipe for success. 
Ultimately, the good life is mostly about 
brushing your teeth, getting to bed 
on time, and eating well, rather than 
jumping on grenades or foiling super 
villains. Life is mostly TAMIDIM, with an 
occasional Pinchas.

This message is rarely as poignant as 
now. 

This present emergency reminds me 
of the Gulf War or the Intafadas, when 
we said, ‘The bad guys win when they 
disrupt our lives!’ Well, today, there are 
no bad guys, but the message is the same, 

‘Keep going under trying circumstances!’

Our normal routines have been blown 
up. My life was regulated by work and 
minyan. Since I’ve retired, it’s been 
minyan. Now, I don’t have that, either. 
It’s crucial that we impose routines upon 
ourselves and our families. Make and 
keep schedules. Invent routines. Limit 
checking the news. If you have kids in 
the house, make games out of the new 
requirements like washing hands and 
social distancing. We can do it. Soon, 
we’ll look back on Covid-19 as we did on 
Saddam’s Skuds, and feel good about how 
we responded.

Remember, this scourge will be beaten 
by the message of the Temple offerings. 
Steady, and, yes, stubborn always wins!  
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G-d’s 
Tzimtzum - 
Harbinger of 
the Exodus

Prior to the Exodus from Egypt, 
Moshe cries out to Gd, “…why have 
You done evil to this People…?” 

(Shemot 5:22) Hashem replies to him “and 
I appeared to Avraham, Yitzhak, and to 
Yaakov as KEIL SHADAI…” (Shemot 6:3) 
What did Gd mean by this statement?

Moshe could not comprehend 
why the cruel Egyptian slavery was 
intensifying after Gd had promised him 
that redemption was near and he would 
become the redeemer of the Jewish People. 
Thus Gd responded with His Divine Name 
of KEIL SHADAI. The root of this Name 
of Gd is DAI which means sufficient and 
enough. Gd has placed precise limitations 
on every aspect of Creation and He has 

RABBI EPHRAIM
SPRECHER Faculty, OU Israel Center

constrained and limited Himself, as it 
were, to allow the world to exist. 

In Kabala this concept is called SOD 
HATZIMTZUM which means the Secret of 
Exact Limitations. Gd was conveying to 
Moshe that every aspect of the Egyptian 
oppression was under His direct control 
and every part of it had a purpose. The 
increase in the harshness of the Egyptian 
slavery that Moshe complained about was 
in reality the harbinger of redemption. 
Because redemption is a gradual and 
unfolding process.

We are required to emulate Gd’s ways 
as the verse states “and you shall go in His 
ways” (Devarim 28:9). My Rebbe Rav Pam 
explains that there is an aspect of this SOD 
HATZIMTZUM embodied in Gd’s name of 
SHADAI that has great relevance to Torah 
Teachers (TT). Because a Torah Teacher 
may feel that by teaching Baali Tshhuva, 
he may be limiting his own opportunities 
for personal spiritual growth. The teacher 
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would much rather teach a shiur that 
would allow him to attain higher levels 
of Torah Study. Why should he teach on 
an elementary level when he could be 
teaching advanced Talmud with Tosfot? 
Teaching on a lower level seems to be 
a sacrifice of talent and intellectual 
creativity.

The answer to this is SHADAI – we must 
emulate Gd, Who’s essence is limitation 
for the benefit of mankind. So too, a Torah 
Teacher, like Gd, must be willing to LIMIT 
himself in order to build a future of the 
Jewish People by teaching Baali Tshuva. 
Could there be a greater expression of 
“and you shall go in His ways” than that?

Tehillim 89 states “The world is built 
on Chesed.” Gd is called in Kabala Ein 
Sof – without any limitations. Yet He has 
limited Himself, in order to create a world 
whose very purpose is Chesed, to give us 
the awesome opportunity to earn Olam 
Haba by completing Gd’s unfinished 
world.

Our task in life is to emulate Gd, which 
is especially relevant regarding acts 
of Chesed such as relinquishing time, 
money, and even Torah study for the 
benefit of others. But how much must 
we be willing to give of ourselves for our 
fellow Jews? To answer this profound 
question Rav Pam would quote Mishlei 
16:9, “A person’s heart will plot his way, 
and Gd will set his steps on the right path.” 
If a person truly labors for the sake of Gd, 
he will be worthy of Divine Assistance to 
do what is right, as the Talmud in Shabbat 
104 elaborates. 

02-625-2555 firstisrael.com
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TORAH VEHA'ARETZ
INSTITUTE BY RABBI MOSHE BLOOM

www.toraland.org.il/en

Can We 
Say Birkat 
Ha’ilanot On 
Orlah Trees?

During Nissan, we say birkat 
ha’ilanot on the blossoming of 
fruit trees: 

ברוך אתה ה’ ... שלא חיסר בעולמו דבר, וברא בו בריות 

טובות ואילנות טובים להנות בהם בני אדם 

“Blessed are you Hashem … Who has 
made nothing lacking in His world, 
and created in it goodly creatures 
and goodly trees to give mankind 
pleasure.”

Rabbi Akiva Eiger (1761–1837) in his 
commentary on Shulchan Aruch (OC 
§226) addressed this question in the 
title. When the tree is certainly orlah, it 
is forbidden to benefit whatsoever from 
the fruit that will eventually develop 
from the blossoms. If possibly orlah, he 
permits this. Divrei Malkiel (1847–1910) 
explains that although gentiles may 
benefit from orlah fruit, when person 
says a blessing on deriving benefit they 
include their own benefit and others’. 

Yet if they themselves cannot enjoy the 
fruit, this is problematic. Kaf HaChayim 
forbids this accordingly (Shulchan Aruch, 
OC §226:11).

Rabbi Weidenfeld of Tshebin (1881–
1965; Dovev Meisharim 3:5), however, 
permits this, since it is permitted to 
benefit from orlah blossoms (it is only 
forbidden to benefit from the fruit; 
Shulchan Aruch YD §294:2). Thus, we 
saying a blessing over the pleasure of 
seeing the blossoms—which is permitted. 
Alternatively, in the future (following the 
orlah years), people will benefit from 
the tree’s fruit. Responsa Chelkat Yaakov 
(1:56) adds that no prohibition was 
transgressed in cultivating the tree (as 
opposed to a tree grafted in a forbidden 
manner or used for idol worship). 
Additional poskim are also lenient on the 
matter (Mishnat Yosef 1:60).

Conclusion

Since there is a dispute among the 
poskim, lechatchilah we should say the 
blessing on non-orlah trees. Bedi’avad, 
the blessing should not be repeated. 
Lechatchilah, it seems that if there is 
a doubt about orlah, one may say the 
blessing. 

See Emunat Itecha 16, p. 35, for the full 
article by Rabbi Yehuda HaLevy Amichay
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MEDINA & 
HALACHA BY RABBI SHIMSHON HAKOHEN NADEL 

Mara D'atra, Kehilat Zichron Yosef, Har Nof 
OU Israel Faculty

The Mitzvah 
of Settling in 
the Land of 
Israel – Part 5

The Three Oaths

The Talmud (Ketubot 111a), based 
upon three verses in Shir HaShirim 
which begin, “I adjure you, O maidens 

of Jerusalem,” teaches that Hashem adjured 
the Jewish People, and the Nations of the 
World, with three oaths: 1) The Jewish 
People may not “arise like a wall,” which 
implies ascending en masse and taking 
control of the Land of Israel by force, 2) The 
Jewish People may not rebel against the 
nations of the world in the Diaspora and 3) 
The nations of the world may not subjugate 
the Jewish People “too much.”

As we discussed in Part 2, Rabbi Isaac de 
Leon explains why the Rambam does not 
include the mitzvah of settling in the Land 
of Israel in his Sefer HaMitzvot, and cites 
the Three Oaths:

“It appears to me that the Rabbi 
[Rambam] did not count the mitzvah of 
taking possession of the Land and settling 
it because it applied only during the days 
of Moses, Joshua and David and at all 
times when they [the Jews] are not exiled 
from their land.  But after they have been 
exiled from their soil, this mitzvah does 
not apply until the arrival of the Messiah.  
On the contrary, we were commanded 
with what is said at the end of Ketubot 
(111a), not to rebel against the nations 
and take the Land by force.  They proved 
this from the verse, ‘I have adjured you, O 
maidens of Jerusalem…’ and expounded 
that ‘they not ascend like a wall’” (Megillat 
Esther to Nachmanides’ Addenda to Sefer 
HaMitzvot, positive commandment no. 4).
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Historically, some challenged the 
permissibility of a modern aliyah, and 
the validity in founding the State of 
Israel based on the Three Oaths. This 
became the position adopted by the anti-
Zionist movement. They argue that we 
have no right to settle the Land of Israel 
until the arrival of the Messiah, some 
even suggesting that the Holocaust was a 
punishment for re-settling the Land (See, 
for example, Va-Yoel Moshe, Introduction).

In weighing the legitimacy of this claim, 
one must consider the social and political 
climate in which these views were 
espoused (See Eim HaBanim Semeichah, 
pp. 20-26. See also Aviezer Ravitzky, 
Messianism, Zionism, and Jewish Religious 
Radicalism, pp. 66-78).

The concept of the ‘Three Oaths’ as 
binding has been refuted many times, and 
in many different ways. Most compelling 
is that the “Three Oaths” should be 
understood as Aggada, homily (See P’nei 
Yehoshua to Ketubot 111a). Historically, 
this passage was never accepted as Halacha 
and is in fact absent from all major codes 
of Jewish Law (Avnei Nezer, Yoreh De’ah, 
no. 454, sec. 50).

Some explain that by receiving 
permission from the leading world 
powers, there is no violation of the oaths 
(Maharsha to Ketubot 111a; Avnei Nezer, 
Yoreh De’ah, no. 454, sec. 56; Eim HaBanim 
Semeichah, pp. 307-308; Tzitz Eliezer, 
Vol. 7, no. 48, sec. 12. See also HaTekufah 
HaGedolah, Vol. 1, pp. 118, 206-207, 213, 
234-235; Eretz Chemdah, Vol. 1, pp. 35-36). 

The Balfour Declaration of 1917, the 

San Remo Conference of 1920, and the 
UN Partition Plan of 1947 demonstrated 
the world’s acquiescence in restoring the 
Jewish State. The Modern State of Israel 
was created through the consent of world 
powers. We did not arise “like a wall.”

Should two parties take an 
oath, and one is found to be in 
violation of his oath, the other 
party is exempt from keeping 
his side of the bargain

Others explain that once the nations 
of the world violated their oath, with the 
constant persecution of the Jewish People, 
the other oaths become null and void (See 
Shittah Mekubetzet to Ketubot 111a; Tzitz 
Eliezer, vol. 7, no. 48, sec. 12). This notion 
is in fact based on a principle of Jewish 
Law. Should two parties take an oath, and 
one is found to be in violation of his oath, 
the other party is exempt from keeping his 
side of the bargain (Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh 
De’ah 236:6). The persecution, torment 
and humiliation that the Jewish People 
have endured over the centuries, certainly 
would free them from any obligation.

Based on the above, according to most 
authorities, the Three Oaths are not 
binding, nor relevant, today. 
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RABBI AHARON 
ZIEGLER

As we approach the ‘Festival of Freedom’ 
we are honored to share a teaching from 
Rav Aharon Zeigler, one of the outstanding 
students of Rabbi Soloveitchik regarding 
one of the rituals of Seder night. Rav 
Zeigler is the author of the best selling 
multi volume series, “Halakhic Positions 
of Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik.”

Mitzvah 
‘Haseibah’- 
Reclining 

Chazal introduced the concept of 
Haseibah, reclining, as the symbol 
of freedom. Reclining on the left 

side is a physical attitude of compete 
relaxation that manifests abatement 
from tension or anxiety. One who is 
anxious cannot relax physically-or 
conversely, physical relaxation leads to 
emotional relaxation. 

According to Rav Soloveitchik, 
reclining is also symbolic of throwing 
off the mental yoke that deprives man 
of freedom of movement. It is the 
reverse of the stiff and direct posture 
that demonstrates obedience. A soldier 
standing erect at attention symbolizes 

obedience. Reclining, on the other 
hand, is indicative of disobedience, or a 
courageous rejection of the authority of 
man. It's an emphatic statement of one's 
freedom to relax and act as one chooses. 

On Pesach night, the Halacha requires 
that we have a relaxed posture that 
transmits disrespect for those who 
would dominate us. We are no longer 
slaves, and the reclining posture is that 
of the fearless man who is unhindered 
by any external forces. To appreciate 
the fact that Chazal viewed this posture 
as one of disrespect, we should note that 
elsewhere they enjoined the student 
sitting before his teacher from reclining 
because it is a disrespectful posture. 
This is the way the Rambam saw it in 
Hilchot Chametz U'Matzah (7:8). Chazal 
chose this posture as the symbol of 
freedom specifically because it indicates 
a subordinate's disrespect towards his 
superior. It demonstrates how the poor 
Jew in Mitzrayim behaved towards 
his former master on the night of the 
Exodus. 

-Rabbi Aharon Ziegler 

Faculty, OU Israel Center
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The cellphone represents the two K'RUVIM 
on the KAPORET of the ARON, since that 
is where G-d's voice to Moshe seemed to 
emanate from - as in VAYIKRA EL MOSHE... 
<> Central to the sedra and to this ParshaPix 
is the Mizbei'ach and the Davka Judaica 
graphic of it. Many of the other element of 
the ParshaPix are related to the Mizbei'ach/
Korbanot <> Lower-left is a PAR, bull, one of 
the animals "fit for the Altar" <> To the right 
of the bull is a ram (or at least part of it) <> 
Above the bull is a goat <> Above the ramp 
of the Mizbei'ach is a turtle dove, one of the 
two types of doves that can be brought as 
a Korban <> To the right of the Mizbei'ach 
is a kidney, one of the inner organs of the 
korbanot that are men- tioned repeatedly in 
the sedra <> On the top row of the ParshaPix 
is the Morton Salt girl representing the salt 
that was to be put on all Korbanot. And the 
salt that we are forbidden to leave off of a 
Korban. Salt is the subject of both a positive 
mitzva and a prohibition <> Menachot - 
offerings from the plant world, are made 
with fine flour... <> And olive oil (pictured 
to the left of the Mizbei'ach)... <> And the 
spice L'VONA - frankincense in English. 
The frankincense plant is pictured at the 
bottom of the ParshaPix. By the way, water 
was an ingredient in most Menachot, even 
though it isn't specified in the Written 
Torah <> Menachot - meal offerings - were 
prepared in different ways. Some were 
baked in an oven (below the kidney and 
above the L'VONA... <> Some were fried in 

a frying pan... As we sing in the Shabbat day 
Z'mira, BARUCH KEIL ELYON... in which 
we poetically ask G-d to be pleased with 
our Shabbat observance like a MINCHA 
AL MACHAVAT, like the flour-oil offering 
on the frying pan... <> Some Menachot are 
roasted on an open fire <> The portion of a 
Mincha that was burned on the Mizbei'ach 
is a K'MITZA, a limited handful - diagram of 
a K'MITZA is seen in the ParshaPix. (Notice 
the kohein's long thumb nail - it facilitated 
M'LIKA <> The baseball cap is that of the 
Oakland Athletics usually referred to as 
the A's. EIZ in Hebrew is a goat, one of the 
animals fit for the Altar and offered as a 
korban <> The crown in the upper-right 
represents one "type" of sinner and his 
korban Chatat - the king <> Similarly, there 
is the Davka graphic of the Kohein Gadol 
who also has a unique Korban Chatat <> 
Lower-right is an enlarged photo of grains 
of salt (crystals), which, of course, belong on 
all korbanot <> The negation circle over the 
letters O and T. This is from the haftara for 
Parshat Vayikra which explicitly states V'LO 
OTI... <> And then there is the letter ALEF, 
which in the word VAYIKRa is written small 
in a Sefer Torah - so here we are presenting 
a larger version of the ALEF. In addition, 
ALEF is spelled ALEF-LAMED-FEI, which 
has a numeric value of 111. This is the FULL 
GIMATRIYA of ALEF, which is based not on 
its letter value of one, but rather its spelled 
out gimatriya. Vayikra, with its little ALEF, 
has 111 p'sukim <> The two lollipops (or 
magnifying glasses) form the Torah note 
called KARNEI PARA, the horns of a cow. For 
this pictograph, the Para part represents the 
animals that were used for korbanot and 
the KARNEI part stands for the repeated 
references to the KARNEI HAMIZBEI'ACH, 
the 'horns' of the Altar...
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Is G-d Telling Us Something?
Before I address that question, look at
the pictures, above: On the left is a
drawing of a daffodil. Notice the crown-
shaped part in the center of the petals.
Some flowers have that. It is called a
corona, because it resembles a crown.
(Think coronation, crowning...) The photo
in the center is of a total solar eclipse,
when the crown-like envelope around the
Sun is visible. Normally, the brightness of
the Sun renders its corona invisible. On
the right is a color-enhanced electron
microscope of the coronavirus. 

Many children have asked their parents,
students - their teachers, shul-goers -
their rabbis, people - each other - the
question in the title, or some variation
thereof.

Do we know why the coronavirus has
become a pandemic, infecting over
330,000 (as of this writing) people and
killing almost 15,000 people, worldwide?

I believe that no one can know why?
Only a true prophet of G-d (which we
don't have in our time) would be able to
say KO AMAR HASHEM... (if G-d told

him and told him to tell us). 

But that is NOT the question of the title.
Is G-d telling us something?

WITHOUT A DOUBT!

What is He telling us? That's more like
the previous question. And no one can
answer that one with certainty.

In VIDUI (verbal confession), one of the
sins we try to repent is KISHINU OREF.
We have become stubborn (stiff-
necked). Many commentaries define
being stubborn as refusing to accept
the idea that there is a Divine message
in tragedies that befall us - as individual
or as a whole.

So where does this leave us?

When Amalek first attacked Bnei Yisrael
a number of weeks after we left Egypt
and had not yet arrived at Har Sinai, we
defended ourselves on two main fronts.
Moshe told Yehoshua to select an army
to fight. Moshe, with Aharon and Chur,
ascended an overlooking hilltop and
Moshe beseeched G-d for His salvation. 

The Mishna (R"H 3:8) asks if Moshe's
hands raised heavenward can determine
the results of the war. The answer is
that prayer must be combined with
stronger commitment to G-d (via
T'shuva - ed).

The battle against the coronavirus
pandemic is fought by an army of
medical personnel, scientists, and
governments. Our part in the battle is
following the guidelines and rules,
prayer and T'shuva, and becoming
better people and better Jews. 
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THE NEW OLD PATH
BY RABBI BENJI LEVY
CEO Of Mosaic United

Power of 
Purpose

When assessing the value of 
goods, most people measure 
the physical quality of the 

product or the quantity of time, energy 
and resources invested in its creation. 
How though, does God measure the value 
of good deeds? Does He analyse how much 
money we spend, how many resources we 
invest, or how much energy we exert? Or 
does the Divine system work differently? 

This week we reopen the Book of 
Leviticus and discuss the many individual 
sacrifices that were required in Temple 
times. They range from the more expensive 
cattle offerings (Lev. 1:3-9) through to 
the cheaper meal offerings (Lev. 2:1-16). 
The refrain: ‘a fire offering, a pleasant 
fragrance to God’ occurs eight times in the 
Book of Leviticus, always in relation to the 
sacrifices (Lev. 1:9, 13, 17; 2:2, 9; 3:5; 23:13, 
18). What is the function of this phrase, 
and why is it repeatedly emphasised?

The scope of the different sacrifices 
required in the Temple allows for people 
of differing financial abilities to give 
according to their means. The mishna 
states: 

It is stated with regard to an offering 
from an animal, ‘a fire offering, a 
pleasant fragrance’, and with regard to 
an offering from fowl, ‘a fire offering, 
a pleasant fragrance’ and with regard 
to the meal offering, ‘a fire offering, a 
pleasant fragrance’ to teach that: [It is not 
important] whether one does a lot or a 
little, as long as one directs one’s intention 
towards Heaven (Mishna, Tractate 
Menachot 13:11). 

Rashi highlights the fact that the word 
‘soul’ is used only with regard to the 
meal offering, the cheapest of the range 
of sacrifices, in order to emphasise the 
fact that for a poor person, it may be a 
tremendous financial struggle to bring 
this sacrifice, and God thus sees it as if he 
has offered his soul (Rashi on Lev. 2:1). 
God’s yardstick seems clear: Each person 
is simply required to give as much as he 
can, so long as his intentions are pure and 
directed towards Heaven.

This principle can be extrapolated 
beyond the financial arena, and beyond 
the sacrificial realm, to all areas of life. 
Some people lack the requisite knowledge 
to keep every commandment or do every 
good deed, but that does not preclude them 
from trying and directing their thoughts 
and intentions towards God. Other people 
may have the ability to pray with devout 
intention when they feel inspired, yet at 
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other times they feel emotionally void 
or spiritually uninspired. They too are 
not precluded from continually making 
an honest effort, regardless of their 
current level of inspiration. The common 
denominator is that regardless of one’s 
ability, or one’s means, one is constantly 
required to try and direct one’s intentions 
towards Heaven. 

As it says in one of the most famous 
liturgical poems during the lead-up to the 
High Holy Days, ‘Master of forgiveness, 
examiner of hearts’, (‘Adon HaSelichot’ 
in Siddur of Rav Amram Gaon) which 
reflects God’s ability to see into every 
hidden thought while at the same time 
granting merciful forgiveness. In contrast 
to physical goods, God measures good 
deeds not by one’s abilities but rather 
by one’s intentions, the desires of one’s 
heart and the extent of one’s efforts. 
Regardless of what we have, the Jewish 
system declares: ‘Let all your deeds be for 
the sake of Heaven’ (Mishna, Tractate Avot 
2:12). 

The word korban, or ‘sacrifice’, is 
derived from the same root as karov, 
meaning ‘come close’. The word lehakriv, 
or ‘to bring a sacrifice’, can therefore also 
be read as ‘to bring closeness’. In order to 
build a close relationship with God, we 
are required to give of ourselves and to 
entirely dedicate our thoughts to Him, for 
according to God’s gauge, the beauty and 
value of one’s deeds ultimately lies in the 
intentions, not in the end product. 

Stay in touch with @RabbiBenji and 
learn more at www.RabbiBenji.com
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 PORTION FROM
 THE PORTION

BY RAKEL BERENBAUM
Contributor, Torah Tidbits

Korbanot, 
Corona, 
Bedidut, 
Badad, And 
Hitbodidut

This week we begin reading the book 
of Vayikra which starts off with the 
korbanot. Rav Shimshon Refael 

Hirsch explains that the word Korban 
comes from the root KRV – to come near. 
The purpose of bringing a korban is to 
bring us nearer to Hashem, and to elevate 
ourselves. Another topic dealt with in 
depth later on in Vayikra is all the different 
types of afflictions of tzaarat, usually 
translated as leprosy.

Since we hear about the Corona 
pandemic all the time now, I was intrigued 
to delve deeper into the topic of tzaarat 
with its similarities to see what we could 
apply to our situation.

The mezora dresses and acts like a 
mourner (13:45) his clothing must have 
a tear in it, he goes without a haircut. 
This way people will know to avoid him 
which will influence him to grieve and 

repent  what he has done to bring these 
punishments on himself. He had to pull 
his collar and scarf over his lips and his 
cloak over his head and was forbidden to 
greet people. He called out “Ta’me, Ta’me 
– contaminated, contaminated”, warning 
people to stay away from him. 

Our sages teach that tzaarat is a 
punishment for sins of bloodshed, false 
oaths, sexual immorality, pride, robbery, 
and selfishness. They also point out that 
the person with this affliction is called 
a mezora which could be read as a 
contraction Motzi Ra - one who spreads 
slander ( Arachin 15b). Tzaarat seems to 
be God’s way to educate those who have 
hurt others. Hashem rebukes such anti 
social behavior of slandering others by 
isolating the mezora from society so he 
can heal himself through repentance and 
learn to feel the hurt of others and start to 
care for them more. 

He must dwell in isolation, in quarantine 
– BADAD. 

We are all too familiar with this word 
now. 

We who are also forced to live alone 
these days away from the rest of society, 
should learn from the lesson of the 
mezora. We should make the most of this 
time to grow closer to God, to our families 
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and communities. Even if we may not be 
in the same geographical location with 
family and neighbors because of Corona, 
we can still call and show we care about 
them. We can make an effort to improve 
our communication with those closest 
to us, and of course to work on our 
communication with God. Many people 
don’t have to rush off to work right now 
– so we can spend time improving our 
davening. Klal Yisrael, and the whole 
world, needs all of our prayers now.

It’s a good time to try out his 
suggestions to improve our 
davening

I actually took this Corona pandemic 
as an opportunity to learn more about 
Rav Nachman’s concept of hitbodedut, 
going to a solitude place to talk to God. 
I am no expert, I will share my basic 
understanding, and recommend to all of 
us to learn more about these topics during 
this time when we are by ourselves in 
quarantines. It’s a good time to try out his 
suggestions to improve our davening and 
get closer to God.

Rav Nachman says that hitbodedut 
is a time to be together with God. Even 
in silence – there’s no need to talk. Just 
standing in front of God, with the desire to 
get closer to Him, and be able to talk with 
Him, is part of the process. Even if at first 
one is not able to speak wholeheartedly 
with God, when He sees the person’s true 
desire and efforts to try to get close to God, 
He will help him and create for Him “a 

“TzviAir is a pleasure to 
work with and did an 
amazing job!”
– Jamie Geller, Celebrity Chef
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new mouth” – He will send him the words.

Rav Nachman talks about the difficulty 
to have kavana- concentration, during 
davening, especially when one doesn’t 
understand the words. He encourages 
people to speak to God in their mother 
tongue. In this more natural way, one can 
truly spill ones heart with simple emunah 
– trust in God. The brain won’t be able to 
interfere in this type of prayer process. 
Also, the mekatrigim know when to do 
their work to disturb someone praying the 
standard prayers, but they have a harder 
time to disrupt personal prayers coming 
from the heart because they don’t know 
what to expect.  

When the tzaarat affliction finally 
disappears, the mezora goes through a 
lengthy purification process. On the 8th 
day of that process the Cohen brings an 
asham- guilt offering, and places it’s blood 
on the right ear lobe, right thumb, and 
right big toe of the mezora undergoing 
purification(14:2-20). Rav Hirsch explains 
that the blood was placed on these three 
body parts – because the metzora must 
improve himself in these three areas; 
ear lobe, represents the mind, the thumb 
represents deeds and big toe represents 
effort- moving forward. May we all use our 
time in bidud to move forward in all these 
areas. 

 RECIPES

If the metzora is poor, then on the day 
of his purification he brings the poor 
man’s korban, one sheep as an asham, 

accompanied by a mincha- an offering 
made from best grade wheat meal mixed 
with oil (14:21). So I decided to include a 
recipe with flour. Since on Purim we got a 
beer called “Corona” that led me to include 
a beer pancake recipe. The beer makes 
these pancakes tender and fluffy. These 
are great for when you run out of milk but 
still want pancakes ( with everyone buying 
out the stores, who knows if there will be 
shortages of milk with this corona). It’s 
also a great way to finish more chametz 
before Pesach.

BEER PANCAKES

1 cup sifted flour 

1/4 cup sugar 

3/4 tsp. baking powder 

1/2 tsp. salt

1/4 tsp cinnamon ( optional)

1/2 tsp vanilla (optional)

1 egg, beaten 

1 cup beer 

2 tbsp. oil

In a large bowl, mix the flour, sugar, 
baking powder and salt. Pour in the egg, 
beer and oil; stir with a whisk just until 
blended - a few lumps are okay. Heat a 
frying pan over medium heat. Coat with 
vegetable oil or cooking spray. Spoon about 
1/4 cup of batter onto the hot surface for 
each pancake. When bubbles appear on 
top of the pancakes, flip, and cook until 
browned on the other side. Serve with 
honey, syrup, butter or your favorite jam.
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Where is 
God in 
Coronavirus?

The truth is that without prophecy 
we don’t know if an event is God 
interrupting the natural order 

of events or just the way events play 
out according to nature. We don’t have 
to know though. Our response to good 
events should always be to offer thanks 
to God, for even if God didn’t interrupt 
the natural order of the world for our 
benefit, we did benefit, and for that we 
owe gratitude.

The same is true of tragedy. We don’t 
know if our sins caused the spread of 
Corona. We do know that if we merited 
God’s providence, we’d be saved from the 
effects of disease. It is also true that there 
is always room for improvement. Whether 
or not Corona is a Divine punishment, our 
response must be the same, repentance 
and self-improvement.

The Rambam wrote of those who ignore 
disastrous world events and chalk them 
up instead to “just the way of the world.” 
He called it cruel, writing, “But if they do 
not [do teshuva, repent], but rather say, 
“What has happened to us is the way 
of the world, and this trouble is merely 
happenstance” - it is surely the way of 
cruelty, and it causes them to stick to 
their bad deeds. And the trouble will add 
other troubles. About this is it written in 
the Torah, “but walk arbitrarily with Me. 
Then I will (also) walk arbitrarily with 
you in fury.” That is to say, “When I will 
bring upon you troubles - if you will say 
that it is arbitrary, I will increase the fury 
of this arbitrariness.”

We don’t know if God is specifically 
causing Corona, but we can bring God into 
our Corona discussions, and we should. 
We should take all the precautions that 
our health care providers are instructing, 
but we must also pray and repent. We 
should discuss God’s role with our 
families. We should encourage (in a 
positive, pleasant manner) that they 
repent as well. Each of us should choose 
one area of improvement and take it on. 
Today. In this way, we can hope to merit 
God’s help in stopping the spread of this 
disease. 

TEEN TALK
WITH RABBI URI PILICHOWSKI 
Southern NCSY, Director of Israel Advocacy
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TORAH 4 TEENS
BY TEENS NCSY ISRAEL

Aliza Rayman                                
Beit Shemesh, 
Chapter Director

Add a Little Salt

We all know that Torah and mitzvot 
can be the sweeting things in the world. 
We ask Hashem everyday to sweeten the 
Torah in our mouths. Curiously we have a 
halacha in this week's parsha that seems 
to counter this fact. The Torah tells us 
that a karbon is not allowed to have any 
honey added to it, and instead one must 
add salt.! 

י ָכל־ ה ָחֵמץ כִּ ְקִריבּו ַלה׳ לֹא ֵתָעשֶׂ ר תַּ ְנָחה ֲאשֶׁ ל־ַהמִּ כָּ

ה ַלה׳׃…  ּנּו ִאשֶּׁ ַבׁש לֹא־ַתְקִטירּו ִממֶּ אֹר ְוָכל־דְּ שְׂ

ֶמַלח  ית  בִּ ַתשְׁ ְולֹא  ְמָלח  תִּ ַלח  מֶּ בַּ ִמְנָחְתָך  ן  ְוָכל־ָקְרבַּ

ְקִריב ֶמַלח׃  ְנָך תַּ ל־ָקְרבָּ ִרית ֱאלֶֹהיָך ֵמַעל ִמְנָחֶתָך ַעל כָּ בְּ

Why no honey and only salt? Shouldn’t 
we try and make our mitzvot sweet? 

What is unique about salt? We must 
look at why salt is added to food. While 
honey might add an external sweetness 
to food, salt brings out the flavor already 
found in food! So too mitzvot aren’t just 
some sweet things we do, but they are 
meant to draw from within us our own 
flavor and sweetness! 

Furthermore, salt is used as a 
preservative, added to food to have it stay 
fresh! For salt never goes bad and lasts 

forever. In addition to the obvious lesson 
that the mitzvot are timeless and always 
relevant, perhaps this counter-intuitive 
halcha is coming to teach us a lesson that 
mitzvot are supposed to “preserve” us. 
Like salt they cause us to stay fresh and 
connected! The mitzvot stay with us even 
and especially after the initial excitement 
is over. 

With Nissan and Pesach coming up, 
we have lots of mitzvot approaching. 
Cleaning for pesach, eating matzah, 
telling the story of the Exodus and more. 
And while we for sure should focus on 
the sweet experience of all these mitzvot, 
let us also try to think of the long lasting 
effect these mitzvot can have on us, 
bringing out the best version of ourselves 
and preserving our connection with 
Hashem! Shabbat Shalom! 

Ami Slifkin 
12th Grade,                 
Beit Shemesh 
Chapter President

The Relevant Korban

Even though Korbanot seem very 
foreign to us, and are  something we 
can’t do right now, back in the day it 
was actually pretty easy and convenient. 
This week’s Parsha starts off with all the 
different options for what type of korban 
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can be brought. One can bring a cow, a 
sheep or a bird. But if one can’t afford 
an animal, one is able to bring a Mincha, 
a flour offering. Surprisingly, there is a 
significant change in the pesukim between 
the animal korban and the flour one. By 
the animal Korban the one bringing it is 
called an “adam” a man, but by the flour 
offering, he is called a “Nefesh” a soul. 
Why is this?

 Rashi answers, that while the animal 
korban might seem greater, the Korban 
of a poor man who can only offer flour 
is considered even greater in the eyes of 
God. For it is not the price of the korban 
that matters, but rather the intent and the 
soul of the one giving it. 

But we don’t bring Korbanot anymore, 
so how is this relevant to us?

One of the zemirot from Shabbat day 
compares keeping Shabbat to bringing a 
Mincha

ַעל  ִמְנָחה  כְּ ֵיָרצּו  ָלֵאל  ת  ַהבַּ ִעם  ן  ַהבֵּ ת  בָּ שַׁ וֵמר  'ַהשּׁ

ַמֲחַבת'

Why is Shabbat compared to a Mincha 
and not the other bigger korbanot? 
Perhaps it is talking about one who is 
having a small Shabbat meal at home with 
his family, not in yeshiva and without any 
big guests. And while it might seem that 
this Shabbat meal is worth less, the zemer 

is teaching us that just like a Mincha it is 
actually more beloved in Hashem’s eyes.

This week we may not be able to have 
any guests or go to shul due to Covid-19 
(as of writing this), and it may seem that 
this Shabbat is not as nice as the others, 
but as we have seen it is not the spectacle 
of our Shabbat that counts, but how much 
we put into it and make it special. Shabbat 
Shalom! 

------------------------------------

NCSY Israel is the premier organization 
in Israel, dedicated to connect, inspire, and 
empower teen olim to the Land of Israel by 
encouraging passionate Judaism through 
Torah and Tradition. Find out more at 
israel.ncsy.org
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